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ABSTRACT 

In the analysis of solid samples, there are two distinct 

advantages to performing direct analysis on the solid: 1) minimal sample 

preparation and 2) avoids potential sample contamination from the 

reagents used in the dissolution process. The two most common optical 

techniques for direct solids analysis are arc and spark emission 

spectroscopy. The most important drawback associated with arc and spark 

spectroscopy is in the acquisition and interpretation of the spectrum 

The development of a custom echelle spectrometer with Charge 

Injection Device (CID) array detection carried out in these laboratories 

should be particularly well suited for arc and spark emission 

spectroscopy. eIDs exhibit many of the best characteristics of 

photographic film and PMT detection while providing the added advantage 

of nondestructive readout and Random Access Integration (RAI). 

This thesis describes the work coupling a spark source to a 

CID/echelle spectrometer. When properly shielded, the sensitive 

electronics of the CID function normally in the presence of the spark 

discharge. The potential for this system to be able to handle the wide 

variety of spectroscopic situations resulting from the complex spectra 

typically obtained with this type of excitation is attributed to the 

flexibility of the instrument which allows the use of alternate line for 

analysie and internal standard calibration. Additionally, the use of 

multiple lines has been applied to comparative analysis, monitoring the 

background for changes in excitation, and determination of the optimum 

lines to be used for quantification. Effective utilization of the large 
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database of spectral information has lead to the development of 

sophisticated expert systems such as automated qualitative and semi

quantitative analysis routines. 

Preliminary work with an astigmatism free imaging spectrograph, a 

J/Y CP-200, and a Charge Coupled Device (Ceo) array detector has shown 

the ease with which spatial and spectral maps of emission source can be 

generated. Observation of the spark discharge process in a hope of 

gaining a clearer picture of the mechanisms of sample excitation seems 

to be the most rational approach to ultimately obtaining control over 

the spark process and alleviating the problems associated with spark 

excitation. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Historical Background 

The origins of optical spectroscopy begin with Newton'a 

observation of beams of sunlight with prisms in which he.> noted the 

separation of "white" light into the familiar color spectruml • Later, 

workers noted that this spectrum contained discontinuities which were 

subsequently identified as Fraunhoffer lines. In 1814, Fraunhoffer 

mapped over 600 separate dark bands or discontinuities in the sun's 

spectrum2 • These discontinuities were later determined to be the result 

of absorption of parts of the solar radiation by species in the solar 

atmosphere. This explanation coincided with laboratory experiments 

where bright emission lines were observed in flames when particular 

salts, such as sodium, potassium and strontium chloride, were 

introduced. Improved development of the instrumentation for the 

observation of these lines in flames by Bunsen and Kirchoff3 led to the 

discovery of two new elements, cesium and rubidium, and laid the 

foundation for qualitative elemental analysis by flame emission 

spectroscopy. The explanation for the discontinuous nature of the 

radiation came from Bohr4 some 60 years after the development of the 

spectroscope. The theorists then provided an understanding of selection 

rules, energy levels, emission intensity and atomic structure. The 

wavelengths of emission lines were found to be specific for the elements 
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present in the sample and measurement of the intensity of the light 

being emitted is directly proportional to the concentration of that 

element in the sample. By 1920 the stage had been set for the 

widespread application of emission spectroscopy for chemical analysis. 

Two areas of endeavor, mineralogy and metallurgy, were the first to use 

spectrochemical techniques. It is with these industries that solid 

sample analysis finds its roots. 

Direct Solids Analysis 

There are two major advantages to performing direct solids 

analysis using electrical plasma sources: 1) speed; little to no sample 

preparation is typically necessary, eliminating the need for time 

consuming sample digestions and 2) sample dissolution can result in 

sample contamination from the solvents, dissolution is incomplete, 

and/or conflicting requirements for dissolution of various elements. 

These issues are of paramount importance to the metallurgy industry and 

in the analysis of geological materials. The elemental composition of 

metal alloys can affect the materials machineability, resistance to 

wear, strength, ductility, weldability, resistance to corrosion and 

fatigue failure. At the foundry, it is not uncommon to have hundreds of 

tons of molten material. Analysis time is a critical economic factor 

due to the costs associated with maintaining that volume of metal in a 

molten state. Also, considering the volumes of material, it is 

important to make sure that the elemental composition of the melt is 

correct. In the analysis of geological materials, complete dissolution 
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is often times difficult due to the incompatibility of the various 

solvents required. Components stable in one solvent may not be stable in 

another solvent needed to solubilize another constituent. In addition, 

the time necessary to complete the dissolution can be on the order of 

days, and cross contamination of samples can occur when multiple samples 

are being processed simultaneously. In addition, typical dissolution 

processes require concentrated acids and then evaporating to dryness 

before resolvating. The preconcentration resulting from the evaporation 

also preconcentrates any impurities in the reagents. 

Current Considerations 

Direct solids analysis is performed by several other methods such 

as Proton Induced X-ray Emission, PIXES, Neutron Activation Analysis, 

NAA 6,7 X-Ray Fluorescence, XRF8, 9, Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption 

Spectroscopy, GFAAS 10 , Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy, SIMS11 , and 

other surface techniques such as Auger spectroscopy and Laser Desorption 

Mass spectrometry12-lS. All of these methods have advantages in 

particular applications which are discussed in the references. For 

applications in metallurgy and mineralogy, these techniques suffer from 

either speed, low sample throughput, poor sensitivity for light 

elements, complexity of the instrumentation and/or expense. Atomic 

Emission Spectroscopy, AES, is capable of multielemental analysis with 

instrumentation of moderate cost, adequate sensitivity, large linear 

dynamic range, high sample throughput and is highly amenable to 

automation. From a more fundamental point of view, research on the 
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mechanisms of the spark discharge has been going on for more than a 

century16-21, and has yet to yield a complete understanding of the 

complex nature of the spark discharge and its relation to the sample. 

The major drawback to spark analysis, and why some of the aforementioned 

techniques are being probed, is the "matrix effects" associated with 

spark work. It has been estimated that the introduction of a new alloy 

requires approximately six months of man hours to generate an 

appropriate set of standards22 • What is needed is a conclusive 

mechanistic theory upon which to base the development of better source 

hardware and data reduction routines. 

At the time that this project initiated some important 

considerations about the future of solid sample analysis needed to be 

resolved. Due to the increases pressure placed on solid sample analysis 

to provide better sensitivity and precision in this age where material 

science has undergone an explosion, it becomes clear that for electrical 

plasma discharges to remain at the forefront of solid sample analysis, 

improvements in source design and the acquisition and reduction of the 

data must be improved. 

discharges is voluminous, 

The literature concerning arc and spark 

covering such areas as sample uptake, 

excitation, spatial and temporal characteristics, and a wealth of 

empirical work done on electrode geometry, design of the sample stand, 

design of new power circuits and the development of new analysis 

procedures. The question at this point is whether or not arc and spark 

analysis is ever going to be capable of meeting the new demands imposed 

by today's hi-tech materials. Many of the problems more recently 
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associated with arc and spark analysis, such as nonlinear working 

curves, uncertainties in the source parameters, and the spatial and 

temporal inhomogeneity of the plasmas can be addressed through the use 

of a simultaneous, multiwavelength approach. The simultaneous 

multiwavelength approach has in the past been limited by the number of 

detector channels available in commercial direct reading spectrometers. 

The largest direct readers only have 64 optical channels and more 

commonly the number of detectors is 30. Since the uptake of the analyte 

varies with time in the arc and from spark to spark it is of little use 

to sequentially scan the spectrum. Array detectors technology 

previously developed in these laboratories offer the best solution by 

providing simultaneous detection of the emission over a broad wavelength 

region. These detectors have the added advantage that if utilized as 

imaging detectors there is no longer a need for positionally stable 

discharges and choice of the best analysis line and optimal spatial and 

temporal coordinates in the plasma could be easily obtained and employed 

during the course of the analysis. The goal of these investigations is 

to explore the application of charge Transfer Device, CTD, detector 

technology to solid sample analysis by AES, the result of which will 

generate a better understanding of how solid sample analysis can be 

improved or to provide the physical evidence for the fundamental 

limitations of these techniques. More specifically, the desire is to 

obtain a more flexibility in the analysis to have a single instrument 

which could routinely and efficiently analyze a wide variety of samples. 

The major asset of CTD detection, is that when utilized with the 
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appropriate optics, can provide a simultaneous multiwavelength approach 

which should provide increased precision, accuracy, and reliability in 

automation. 

Outline of Research 

Chapter 2 deals with the hardware problems and their subsequent 

solution. In order to perform quantitative analysis, it is necessary to 

be capable of reading out the charge transfer device while the discharge 

is taking place. This requires a considerable amount of attention to 

shielding the device from the Radio Frequency Interference, RFI, 

generated by the source. For example, in the case of the Charge 

Injection Device, CID, the signal generated by the device is on the 

order of microvolts, this signal must be shielded from the source which 

generates in excess of 100 kilowatts of RF energy per pulse. An 

additional problem arose with the operation of the computer in the 

presence of the RF pulses. The operation of the eIO requires a great 

deal of interaction from the computer so proper shielding of the 

computer is also a must. Since the spark source is capable of exciting 

shorter wavelength transitions, modification of the optical system is 

required in order to increase the systems response at shorter 

wavelengths. 

One of the other goals in the research project is to perform image 

analysis on single spark discharges to obtain spatial, spectral and 

temporal information. Past workers were always under the instrumental 

constraint of hav ing to obtain spat ial, spectral and temporal 
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information on a running spark train. Trying to resolve the excitation 

processes occurring in a spark by observing several discharges is 

problematic since there can be little reproducibility from one spark 

discharge to another and the sample surface is ever changing. The high 

precision of spark analysis is due to the large number of sparks 

observed over the integration period thereby averaging out any 

inhomogeneities in the spark discharges. To accomplish the imaging of 

single spark discharges, new instrumentation made available from 

manufacturers interfaced with a Charge Coupled Device, CCD, allowed for 

the first spatial and spectral images of single spark discharges. 

Changing the format of the CCD readout, it became possible to obtain the 

first spectral and temporal images of single spark discharges. Detailed 

descriptions of the source characteristics, the existing 

instrumentation, modifications, and the new instrumental formats are 

described in Chapter 2. 

Studies into the use of simultaneous multiwavelength detection 

over a broad wavelength region to demonstrate the power and flexibility 

offered by CTD detection for AES. Chapters 3 and 4 focus on the data 

manipulation, data reduction, and software development. The development 

of these concepts is an important lead into the analysis of solids by 

arc or spark excitation. Chapter 3 presents the results of studies on 

the effect of sample matrices, sample size limitations, and internal 

diagnostics. More specifically, the multiwavelength approach can be 

used to develop feedback systems to improve the precision of the 

analysis, examples include constant monitoring of the source excitation 
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and sample uptake. One of the more important concepts to be implemented 

into a multiwavelength approach is internal standardization. Many of 

the "rules" for choosing the proper elements and emission lines to be 

used in an internal standard analysis were developed during the era when 

photographic film was the detector. Some of the considerations for the 

rules are actually based on the limitations of photographic film as a 

means of detection rather than fundamental consideration of 

spectroscopic analys is. When photographic film was replaced in many 

spectroscopic instruments with photomultiplier tubes, many of the rules 

surrounding the line selection were not rethought because the 

implementation of photomultipliers places a practical limit on the 

number of lines that can be simultaneously acquired. As previously 

stated, direct readers employing photomultiplier tubes commonly have 30 

optical channels with which to gather spectroscopic information. The 

resul t is a compromise between the number of elements that can be 

monitored and the number of lines that can be used for each element. 

This circumstance resulted tailoring the placement of the detectors to 

the material to be analyzed. This has two implications: 1) the system 

is not very flexible in terms of the materials and analytes that can be 

reliably determined and 2) the concepts employed for internal 

standardizations also became inflexible as one has decidedly few choices 

in exploiting optimum internal standard conditions. The use of the 

echelle/CID spectroscopic system combines electronic data acquisition, 

like the photomultiplier tube, with access to all the spectral 

information like in photographic film. This ability has allowed for the 
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rules surrounding the best choice of emission line for internal 

standardization to be reconsidered. These issues are discussed in 

chapter 3. 

Taking what was learned in the studies described in chapter 3 and 

developing algorithms and software for automated· analysis is presented 

in chapter 4. One of the most important questions that one can ask 

about automated chemical analysis is "how valid are the results?" 

Today's modern instruments give you numbers but provide no information 

about the quality of the analysis. Many computer controlled instruments 

a set of assumptions are used in setting the analysis. Should all these 

assumptions not be met, the analysis may be in doubt. Typically, there 

is no feature or feedback mechanism to alert the user to the potential 

problem or actually adjust for any atypical circumstance. As chemists, 

we feel that by being giving access to as much of the raw data as 

possible that we can in fact make rational decisions about the 

interpretation of the spectrum and can possibly extract valid results 

from the experiment. The CID/echelle spectroscopic system provides new 

alternatives into automated system control and data analysis. With this 

system the concept of the "intelligent" spectrometer becomes tangible. 

Chapter 4 describes newly developed knowledge based expert systems for 

AES; automated qualitative analysis, semi-quantitative analysis, and "on 

the fly" line selection. These algorithms are demonstrated to be 

effective in situations where there is a large variability among 

samples. The analytical power of these routines are heavily dependent 

on their utilization of the large database and the use of fundamental 
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spectroscopic principles. Application of the instrumentation, 

multiwavelength concepts, and automated expert systems developed and 

presented in Chapters 2 through 4 is described in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 5 is divided into two parts: the first section deals with 

the practical employment of the CID/echelle system for spark analysis of 

aluminum and steel alloys. Important figures of merit such as limits of 

detection, precision, flexibility, freedom from interferences and 

analysis speed are discussed along with the analytical implication of 

the expert systems. 

fundamental nature. 

introduced aberration 

The second section deals with issues of a 

The use of an imaging detector and a newly 

corrected imaging spectrograph provide a 

reproducible means of viewing the spark discharge. The sensitivity of 

the detection system and the superior throughput of the spectrograph 

allow for the first time spatially and spectrally resolved images of 

single spark discharges over a wide wavelength region. It is deemed 

practical to first attempt to understand single spark discharges due to 

the complexity of the plasma. Once insight into single sparks is 

obtained then one can begin to convolute onto the problem the effect of 

the preceding sparks and the spark discharge to follow on a given spark. 

By employing a technique known as fast spectral framing23 , spectrally 

and temporally resolved images of single spark discharges are obtained. 

The consequence of employing this instrumentation and these techniques 

is to provide new insight into the spark process and render certain 

aspects of previous theories as skeptical. 
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As with many things, the solution to one problem reveals a new 

level of comprehension that generates new questions. My opinions on 

what the new issues are and how and by what means that they be solved 

are the subject of Chapter 6. The cyclic nature of the interaction 

between fundamental studies, applications and new instrumentation is 

readily apparent. Projections on what types of new instrumental designs 

and their impact on resolving theoretical issues and the subsequent 

applications are also presented. One of the goals of this project was 

to gather information about the possible future of spark spectroscopy as 

a method of solid sample analysis. An alternative source, the Glow 

Discharge Lamp (GDL), and its relative merits are also presented. The 

GDL has one very important feature, its relative freedom from the 

problematic matrix effects encountered with spark spectroscopy. The 

prospect of employing the GDL as an effective source for solid sample 

analysis and what advances need be made to bring it into routine use are 

discussed. 

Other work performed during this investigation is presented in the 

appendix. The appendix is broken into three parts. The first is a 

comparative study between the two classes of CTDs for AES24. The 

impetus for this study comes from the research effort being poured into 

CCDs. CCDs are manufactured by several companies and offer a larger 

diversity in design and format. With the development of anti-blooming 

CCDs one of the major disadvantages of CCDs, blooming (the spilling of 

excess photogenerated charge into adjacent detector elements, thereby 

destroying the spatial integrity of the image), is overcome. In light 
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of these developments it is prudent to evaluate the two detectors' side 

by side to shape the future directions of both classes of detectors. 

The second section describes the combination of chromatography with 

atomic emission detection using the CID/echelle system2S • The interface 

to chromatography offers the advantages, such as the ability to 

determine chemical speciation, to tolerate nonideal elution, high 

elemental sensitivity, and the capability of multielemental analysis. 

The specific example of the determination of phosphate, silicate and 

arsenate by separation of their heteropolymolybdic acids and detection 

by means of the molybdenum emission, demonstrates the application of 

chemical amplification for the solution to a instrumental deficiency. 

The last section describes the construction and use of a three electrode 

potentiostat for Anodic Stripping Voltammetry This 

potentiostat has been successfully implemented in the graduate 

instrumentation laboratory course, the undergraduate instrumental 

course, and the Institute for Chemical Education (ICE) summer instrument 

update program. 
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Chapter 2 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The instrumentation for optical spectroscopy can be viewed as 

modular and consists of the following components: 1) a device that 

delivers sample to the source, 2) a source, which provides radiant 

energy, 3) a means of sorting and selecting a particular wavelength, 4) 

a sample cell, and 5) a detector and associated readout electronics. 

This chapter will provide the background information on the 

instrumentation used in these studies. The discussion will be broken 

into three parts: 1) description of the sources, 2) the description of 

the wavelength dispersion devices, and 3) a description of the detector 

system. 

Sources 

In emission spectroscopy, the source usually serves more than one 

function. Two sources were employed during these studies; the Direct 

Current Plasma (DCP) and the unidirectional spark. In the case of the 

DCP, the source serves as both the sample cell and the source of sample 

excitation. In spark emission analysis, in addition to being the sample 

cell and providing the sample excitation, the source also provides the 

sample uptake. Because both of these sources performs more than one 

task, understanding their operation and characteristics is necessary. 
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Direct Current Plasma, DCP 

The DCP consists of three electrodes, an Argon plasma and a 

nebulizer which introduces the aerosol into and around the discharge. 

The DCP is essentially a stabilized DC arc. By the thermal pinch effect, 

flow of a cool inert gas flows around the plasma limits the volume of 

the current path in the plasma which reduces fluctuations in the source. 

The electrodes: two pyrolytic graphite anodes and a tungsten cathode are 

at a potential difference of approximately 70 V. The electrode are 

surrounded by ceramic sheaths which directs a tangential flow of inert 

gas around the electrodes. The result is a discharge in the shape of an 

inverted "Y". The sample aerosol is introduced from beneath the plasma 

with a nebulizer. The optimal viewing zone for the emitted radiation is 

2 - 3 mm below the discharge. Although the emission intensity is lower 

there, the background emission is much lower, therefore the signal to 

background ratio is the greatest at this point. The DCP operates at a 

power of approximately 600 W, uses about 8 L/min of Ar, and exhibits a 

gas temperature of 4000-5000° K and an excitation temperature of about 

6000° K. The temperature of the DCP is somewhat controlled by the major 

ionizable constituent and hence matrix related chemical interferences do 

occur. Matrix components, in particular, high concentrations (0.1% in 

solution) of alkali metals and alkaline earths can greatly influence the 

shape and characteristic temperature of the DCP. Addition of a high 

concentration of these easily ionized elements (EIE) diffuses the 

current path, changes the electron concentration and tends to enhance 

neutral atomic emission. This problem is typically overcome by 
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deliberately adding an EIE, this is commonly referred to as a 

spectroscopic buffer. The DCP exhibits a linear dynamic range of 3 - 5 

orders of magnitude, has a precision between 1 and 10% at 100 times the 

detection limit, and produces limits of detection for most transition 

metals in the 1 - 10 ppb range. 

The DCP used in the studies is an ARL spectraJet III (Sunland,CA). 

No modifications were made. The source was typically operated with a 

potential between the cathode and the anodes of 70 v, with the current 

allowed to flow between each arm being 7 A. The nebulizer gas pressure 

was set a 45 psi and the gas pressure applied to the ceramic sleeves was 

15 psi. The amount of sample delivered to the nebulizer was controlled 

by a peristaltic pump which typically delivers 1 ml of sample per 

minute. 

The DCP generates a spectrum which is very similar in character to 

that of a Direct Current Arc (DCA). The DCA is commonly used in solid 

sample analysis. It exhibits better sensitivity than spark excitation 

but suffers from poorer precision due to the wandering of the arc, 

sample ejection from the sample cup, and the transient nature of the 

volatilization of the analytes. Because of the spectral similarities 

between the DCP and the DCA, the DCP has been employed in many studies 

because of its ease in use, and is a very useful diagnostic tool to 

quickly test software. Anything developed for the DCP should be directly 

applicable to the DCA. 
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The Unidirectional Spark 

The unidirectional spark source uses the sample as the cathode and 

a counter pin, typically silver or tungsten, as the anode. The source 

used in these studies is a Baird Corporation (Bedford,MA) KH-5 

Spectrosource, a unidirectional, capacitor power supply. The power for 

the source is controlled by a power contactor and a solid-state relay 

that connects the line power to the isolation step-up transformers of 

both the power circuit and the ignition circuit. The coil of the power 

contactor is in an interlocked start/stop circuit. The discharge is 

triggered through the ignition circuit which provides a high voltage 

pulse to the analytical gap. This pulse ionizes the gas within the gap. 

Once ionized, the energy stored in the power circuit discharges through 

the analytical gap. 

The following are the characteristic values delivered by the 

Spectrosource. 

Unidirectional Mode Preburn Expose 

Peak Voltage 950 V 950 V 

Peak Current 275 A 100 A 

Duration 250 ms 130 ms 

Repetition Rate - 120 peaks per second. 

The preburn mode is a high power discharge typically used to 

prepare the sample for analysis. The sample is usually "preburned" so 

as to homogenize the sample surface giving better precisions for the 

determination of bulk composition. The expose mode is used for the 

actual solid analysis with the excitation conditions being less harsh. 
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Although the preburn mode can bring more material to the gap, to much 

material leads to serious problems with self reversal and recondensation 

of eroded material on the counter pin. In fact for softer materials 

like solders, aluminums and lead one typically will operate the source 

in a half power mode to reduce the problems associated with over 

sampling. 

The spark discharge is sufficiently complex that there are several 

parameters that must be controlled in order to obtain some measure of 

precision. These parameters can be segregated into two categories; 

electrical and nonelectrical. The electrical parameters include 

direction, magnitude, density, and the rate at which the current rises. 

Control over these parameters involves manipulation of the capacitance, 

resistance and inductance in the power circuit. Use of a larger 

capacitor gives rise to the "hard" spark associated with the preburn 

mode. Using a larger inductor gives rise to the "softer" spark 

associated with the expose mode. 

The direction governs which electrode will be sampled. The cathode 

is the electrode which is predominantly sampled although the anode will 

show some erosion due to Joule heating. High frequency transients need 

to suppressed in order to maintain a unidirectional current in the gap. 

The magnitude and density are related to the sampling rate and 

subsequent excitation. The rate of current change effects the amount of 

continuum emission, the rate at which the background relaxes as compared 

to the analyte emission, and to a certain extent the sample uptake. 
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Nonelectrical parameters are essentially those which effect the 

breakdown voltage of the gap. Electrode composition, gap length, 

electrode geometry, gas composition and pressure. Since the sample is 

the cathode in a unidirectional spark source, it isn't an independent 

variable. The gap length effects the breakdown voltage, the energy 

dissipation and the stability of the discharge. The electrode geometry 

influences the trajectory of the eroded sample, the spatial distribution 

of the resulting plasma, and the rate of sample erosion. Time is the 

last none lectr ical variable. The amount of time between successive 

discharges effects both the amount of sample in the gap and its degree 

of excitation. The high precision associated with spark excitation as 

compared to arc excitation is not due to a high degree of 

reproducibility from one spark to the next but that one typically 

integrates the emission from a 10,000 sparks or more. This number is 

statistically large enough to average out the atypical spark discharges. 

The events taking place in a typical spark discharge can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. Build up of the voltage across the gap after the trigger is sent 

from the ignition circuit. 

2. The plasma begins to form in the gap. 

3. The discharge anchors to the cathode which accompanies a drop in the 

resistance in the gap. 

4. Onset of current conduction through the discharge channel, typically 

for 100 msec. 
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5. sampling of the cathode. Very high background continuum as current 

increases. 

6. The sampled material moves into the gap (100-1000 m/s). 

7. The sampled material begins to interact with the plasma gas in the 

gap. 

8. Ionic emission dominates central core of the discharge. 

9. Recombination of the ions begins, relaxation of the excited states. 

10. Neutral emission begins in the radial wings of the discharge. 

11. Particulate formation by spattering of molten electrode material 

and condensation of free atoms and ions. 

12. Disappearance of emission as the current is falling. 

13. Formation of a post discharge toroid. 

14. Dissipation of the torous. 

15. Self-absorption and self-reversal may occur. 

16. Initiation of next spark. 

The spark discharge is not in thermodynamic equilibrium, however 

Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) can occur in certain regions on a 

transient basis. A typical spark discharge has a temperature of about 

40,000 K and a free electron concentration of 1017 electrons/cm3 • By 

comparison to the DCA the spark gives rise to a much more complex 

spectrum due to its ability to excite electrode material into highly 

ionized forms. 

Spark Interface 

The spark source is interfaced to the Motorola 68000 computer used 

to operate the CID camera system. To operate the camera system when the 
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spark source is operating required that the computer be shielded from 

the RFI generated by the source. This was accomplished by placing the 

computer in a computer rack that was fitted with a copper mesh screen 

door, had all opening covered in copper screen and the main power for 

the system was sent through an RF filter. Since the keyboard needed to 

be accessible an RF filter was also placed between the keyboard and the 

computer. A system drawing and a schematic of the keyboard filter are 

displayed in figures 2.1a-b and 2.2 respectively. 

Computer control of the spark source was achieved through and 

interface which allowed computer control and manual override. Figures 

2.3a-b is the schematic diagram for the interface. It is based on solid 

state, optically isolated relay which allows a 5 V TTL signal to close 

the contact on the relay, providing 120 AC to the relay inside the spark 

source. 

Figure 2.4 shows the modification to the ignition card in the 

source which interrupts the free running spark mode and allows the 

source to provide only single spark discharges. A single spark can be 

initiated from the computer. This is allows complete control of the 

source and the timing necessary in the temporal resolution studies. A 

special cable was constructed for the single spark operation. The 

continuous spark train operation can be restored by replacing the cable 

with an end connector. 
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spectrographs 

Echelle Spectrograph 

The light produced by excitation is composite, in the sense that 

it is composed of rays of different wavelengths. For analytical purposes 

the composite light must be resolved into its component parts. 

Instruments that resolve the different wavelength components are called 

dispersive devices. Dispersion devices fall into two general 

categories, prism instruments and grating instruments. The development 

of plane gratings and their general usage in high resolution 

spectrographs began in the late 1940's, and was started primarily by the 

introduction of the echelle spectrograph by G.R. Harrison27 • Prior to 

this time, it was common to use concave diffraction gratings in the 

first, second, and third orders to give resolutions up to perhaps 

200,000. For higher resolution, it was necessary to go to 

interferometers or etalons, operating in orders of interference of about 

40,000. Harrison's idea was to make use of some of the known but little 

used properties of plane gratings; use at large angles of interference 

and diffraction taking advantage of the resulting high resolution and 

dispersion. Using an echelle grating results in wavelengths from 

different orders appearing at the same place on the focal plane. These 

overlapping wavelengths can be separated by placing a prism cross 

disperser. The result is a spectrum with a two dimensional format. 

Coarse wavelength resolution in the dimension of the order separation 

and fine wavelength resolution within the orders. The echelle 

spectrograph used in these studies is similar to that described Bilhorn 
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and Denton28 (see Figure 2.5), with the following modifications. 

The base of the spectrometer, which was the original 

Spectrometries SpectraSpan III base, was altered by removing the arm 

that the DCP shroud rested on. This allowed for closer placement of the 

spark source to the entrance slits of the spectrograph. The source is 

mounted on an XYZ translation stage to provide fine alignment of the 

source image on the small slits required for high resolution echelle 

spectrographs. The light from the source is focused on the slit with an 

acromat. An acromat is a two lens assembly of a long and short focal 

length lens which gives desirable light gathering capability for 

extended sources. 

The original design called for an anti-reflection coating to be 

applied to all of the optics, which was to give optimal transmission at 

400 nm. The coating was indeed optimized for 400 nm but the efficiency 

rolled off sharply at shorter wavelengths. Since the spark source will 

excite many transitions at wavelengths shorter that 400 nm, it was 

necessary to remove this coating. The throughput was increased at 

shorter wavelengths by removing the coating but the stray light became a 

problem. The prism was considered to be the largest contributor to the 

stray light, and so only the prism was given a MgF2 coating. 

resulted in satisfactory performance. 

This 
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Imaging spectrograph 

In both fundamental and applied studies it is often desired to observe 

and emitting source in a particular way. For example, spatial and 

spectral emission maps of emission sources are often times used to 

obtain a more fundamental understanding of the interaction between the 

source and the analyte29- 33 • The difficulty is in maintaining the image 

fidelity if one wants to relate points in the image to points in the 

source. 

The combining a newly available astigmatism-corrected 

polychromator with a two dimensional CCD array detector should provide a 

simple and rapid method of obtaining a wavelength resolved image of a 

linear section of the source. All commonly used classical czerny-Turner 

and Fastie-Ebert monochromators and spectrographs suffer from 

astigmatism limiting the spatial resolution obtainable. What has been 

developed is an aberration corrected holographic grating giving 

significant improvements in image quality over a wide wavelength region. 

The imaging spectrograph used to obtain spatial and temporally resolved 

spectral maps is an Instruments S.A. model CP200 (ISA Inc., Edison N.J.) 

which uses a plane mirror to turn the incident light onto the grating 

and a single ion-etched, holographic aberration corrected grating 

operated in the following geometry. 

- Diameter 70 mm 

- la = 191.7 mm (entrance arm length) 

- lh = 181.1 mm (distance from the center of the grating to the 

spectral field) 
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- _ = -3.94 deg (angle of incidence) 

- Bh = 25 deg (angle from normal to the grating to lh) 

- groove density 200 g/mm 

- spectral range 200 - 800 nm 

- length of spectrum = 25 mm 

- average linear dispersion 25nm/mm 

- aperture ratio = f/3 

To reduce stray light, the grating is configured to make it 

impossible for any wavelength incident of the CCD detector to be 

reflected back onto the grating (Figures 2.6 and 2.7). As a result, 

system stray light is kept to negligible levels. Depending on the 

application, the design permits as least 10 active 100 micron fiber 

optics cables to be arranged at the entrance slit of the spectrograph 

and that the signal from each is be spatially and spectrally isolated on 

the exit plane. 

Detectors 

Charge transfer device are silicon, solid state, integrating, 

array detectors. The two subclasses of CTDs are the charge injection 

device (cro) and the charge coupled device (CCO). Although similar the 

two devices differ in the method in which the photogenerated charge is 

measured, and it is this difference which first allowed the crD to meet 

the dynamic range requirement of AES. It is this dynamic range 

requirement which proved to be the most significant impediment to the 

wide application of multichannel detectors. 
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Both the CID and the CCD store photogenerated charge in individual 

elements of the detector called pixels. Potential wells for charge 

storage are produced in the silicon by the application of voltages to 

doped polycrystalline electrodes which overlie the imaging area. At the 

termination of an exposure to a scene, the quantity of charge in each 

pixel is measured. In CIDs this can be done nondestructively, that is, 

the quantity of charge can be determined without removing any of it from 

the pixel. The procedure involves shifting photogenerated charge back 

and forth between two ,potential wells produced by crossing electrodes 

(see Figure 2.8). During charge integration, the column electrode is 

biased negatively so that photogenerated charge(holes in the CID) is 

collected under the column electrode. For readout, the row electrode is 

set to an intermediate voltage through momentarily closing the row reset 

switch (Figure 2.8b). The resulting voltage is sampled by the amplifier 

which is connected to a single row through the row select scanner. A 

positive voltage pulse applied to a single column, connected through the 

action of the scanner, causes the photogenerated charge along that 

column to be shifted to the corresponding row potential wells. A 

voltage change is induced along all of the rows and is measured for the 

row connected to the amplifier. In this way, the photogene rated charge 

stored at the intersection of the selected row and column is measured. 

A voltage signal proportional to the amount of stored charge is obtained 

by subtracting the voltage measured prior to charge transfer. 
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The readout procedure can be repeated practically indefinitely in 

the cro simply by restoring the negative column voltage, thus allowing 

the photogenerated charge to return to its original position. This is 

followed by reestablishing the row voltage by momentarily closing the 

row reset switch, and repeating the readout procedure described above. 

The horizontal and vertical scanners in a CIO can be run 

independently, and rows and columns can be skipped over. This feature 

allows small sections of the array to be accessed without the need to 

readout the entire array. The scanners access rows and columns 

sequentially rather than randomly though, so the capability is called 

pseudo-random access. 

Nondestructive readout (NORO) is used with the eIO to reduce 

random noise, making small quantities of charge detectable, and to 

extend the dynamic range of the sensor. The difference between the 

smallest level of charge measurable and the largest amount of charge 

that can be stored in a pixel is not sufficiently large to match the 

dynamic range of AES sources. Fortunately, when excess charge is added 

to a eIO pixel, it does not spill into adjacent pixels (bloom) as is 

common in many detector arrays. Therefore, different exposure times may 

be used to allow measurement of both intense and very faint spectral 

line simultaneously. The beauty of the NORO capability is that the 

exposure time for every spectral line can be different. A procedure 

called random-access integration (RAI) has been developed34 in which 

NOROs are used during a single exposure to follow the accumulation of 

charge at both weak and intense spectral lines. NOROs are used 
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continuously during the exposure to determine when a high signal-to-

noise ratio measurement is possible at each spectral line. Once a 

sufficient amount of charge has accumulated at a spectral position, its 

exact quantity is measured and the exact exposure time is recorded. The 

dynamic range of the CID combines with the variable integration time to 

produce the dynamic range needed for AES. The RAI procedure is the most 

efficient means of measuring the intensity of a number of spectral lines 

because the exposure time is adjusted dynamically according to signal

to-noise requirements based on the intensity of each spectral line. 

CCD 

The readout process used in ceDs involves the transfer of 

photogenerated charge (electrons) to a specialized amplifier located on 

the periphery of the integrated circuit. At the termination of an 

exposure, charge in the entire array is shifted in unison along the 

direction of the columns. This is accomplished by progressively 

advancing a potential barrier by the application of voltages to the 

overlying electrodes as shown in Figure 2.9 for a hypothetical three-

phase Cco. The boundary between the columns is a permanent barrier 

called a channel stop and the boundary between rows of pixels is a 

moveable barrier produced by the voltages applied to the electrodes. 

When the charge in the array is shifted, the row at the edge of the 

array is shifted into a transport register (serial register) designed to 

allow the transfer of charge in that single row toward the output 

amplifier. The amplifier is located at the end of the serial register 

and allows the sequential measurement of the quantity of charge in each 
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pixel along the row. The photogenerated charge in the entire array is 

readout by shifting one row at a time into the serial register and then 

shifting each row to the amplifier. 

CCDa achieve lower read noise levels than CIDs primarily because 

the charge is transferred to the amplifier rather than transferred to a 

long row electrode which is in turn connected to an amplifier. The 

amount of capacitance at the input of the amplifier determines to a 

large extent the noise. In spite of the lower noise levels, CCDs like 

CIDs do not have a sufficiently large dynamic range for AES. More 

importantly, most CCDs bloom. That is, when the dynamic range of a 

pixel is exceeded, the excess charge spills into adjacent pixels. 

Blooming usually occurs preferentially along columns until charge is 

spilled into the serial register. Charge then spills along the serial 

register and back into other columns until the entire array is saturated 

with charge. 

The pertinent detector characteristics measured in this laboratory 

for the specific detectors used in this study are listed in Table 2.1, 

with the quantum efficiencies displayed in Figure 2.10. The linearity 

and first derivative plot for the CID 17 used in these studies is shown 

in Figures 2.11 and 2.12 respectively. 
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Table 2.1 

Spectroscopically Important Characteristics 

of the RCA 501ex and the General Electric CID17B 

Charge Transfer Device Detectors 

RCA501EX CCD G.E. ClD17B 

Format 512 by 512 244 by 388 

Detector Element Size 30 by 30 pm 27.2 by 23.3 

Read Noise 50 60 

Dark Current 0.01 e-/s <0.08e-/s 

Full well capacity 4xl05 6x105 

Simple Dynamic Range 8000 10000 
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pm 

For the CCD, e- are collected, while for the ClD, mobile holes are 

collected. By convention, these characteristics are reported in units 

of e- regardless of whether holes or e- are collected. 
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The Multiwavelength Approach 

Internal Diagnostics and Improved Performance 
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Today, the most common detector for AES is the PMT. The PMT is an 

extremely sensitive, large linear dynamic range detector. Before the 

dominance of PMT equipped instrumentation, AES systems often used 

photographic emulsions. The use of photographic film allowed the 

integration and simultaneous determination of emission lines over a wide 

spectral region. However, the difficulty in quantitation, and low 

dynamic range of film contributed to its replacement by the PMT. Using 

CTO detectors with formats large enough to supply the number of 

resolution elements required in AES with the sensitivity and dynamic 

range meeting or exceeding that of the PMT. The detector used in these 

studies is the General Electric CI017 BAS. The CIO is particularly well 

suited to AES. Of prime importance to AES, CIDs are extremely resistant 

to charge blooming. In addition, the CID architecture allows random 

access of any detector element permitting an individual detector element 

to be interrogated without reading all of the other elements. The CID 

readout process can also be nondestructive so that an individual 

detector element can be interrogated during the course of an exposure to 

monitor the accumulation of integrated signal without affecting the 

integration process. By utilizing the nondestructive readout and 

selective interrogation in a process called Random Access Integration 
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(RAI), the system interrogates each detector element to determine the 

level of photogenerated signal during the course of each analysis. No 

prior knowledge is needed is needed regarding line intensity because the 

system determines the intensity during the course of the analysis. 

Background is measured simultaneously on both sides of the line allowing 

a variety of sophisticated background correction algorithms to be used. 

This chapter describes an approach to AES using eID detection to 

greatly increasing the flexibility and the diagnostic ability of AES. 

Several new capabilities of the AES system made possible by using a eIO 

detector are investigated. Simultaneous multi-line analysis allows the 

opportunity to choose the most appropriate lines for analysis. 

Determining which lines will be most analytically useful depends on such 

things as the composition of the specific sample (the concentration of 

each specific analyte as well as the potentially interfering species), 

the solvent, and the plasma background. The use of multiple lines from 

a particular element can be used to improve the overall analysis in a 

number of ways. Linear dynamic range can be increased by using the most 

sensitive lines for low concentrations of the analyte and less sensitive 

lines for higher concentrations. The limit of detection (defined here 

as 3 times the standard deviation in the blank) can be improved by 

summing the signal from multiple lines. This summing of the signals can 

result in increases in the sensitivity (the slope of the calibration 

curve) . The multiwavelength approach also is invaluable in sample 

limited situations, and is demonstrated with the analysis of a microgram 

quantity of a particulate sample. A variety of improved diagnostic 
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procedures are demonstrated including monitoring and quantifying the 

presence of an organic matrix component and detecting changes in 

nebulization and excitation conditions by monitoring OH and Ar emission 

features in the background. Use of an internal standard, along with 

judious choice of analyte and internal standard lines can greatly 

enhance the analytical performance of the system. The chapter will 

conclude with a review of the rules for choosing in internal standard 

line pair. 

Multi-line Analysis 

Multi-line analysis can be used to monitor for the presence of 

chemical and spectral interferences. As examples, the presence of 

easily ionized elements (EIE) can significantly alter plasma conditions 

and the 385.8 nm line of Ni(I) can interfere with the commonly used 

386.0 nm line of Fe(I). Multi-line analysis can be employed to confirm 

the validity of analysis. If the values obtained from different lines 

are in good agreement, averaging all the values results in increased 

precision. If there is a problem with a spectral interference the 

simultaneous multiwavelength approach along with computer resident 

spectral libraries allow the rapid development of spectral analysis 

schemes. The determination of rare earth elements (REE) in rare earth 

matrices is instrumentally difficult and is of interest in the analysis 

of nuclear waste35 , high temperature ceramics36 , glasses37 , and other 

industrial processes38 • Their analysis by AES is challenging as these 

elements possess some of the most complex emission spectra encountered 

in AES. A spectrogram of all the REEs has an average of 120 lines per 
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nm in the wavelength region between 400 and 600 nm39 • 

This is demonstrated in a study of 5 REEs: La, Pr, Dy, Ho, and Yb. 

Determinations of the linear dynamic range, limit of detection and limit 

of detection in a matrix which contains the other four elements at 

concentrations 1000 times greater than the analyte of interest. The 

results are summarized in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Table 3.1 shows that even 

Table 3.2. Limits of Detection for Selected REEs in Simple 

and Complex Matrices in the presence of 10 ppm of the other 

components, the element of interest exhibited a linear dynamic range 

between 4 and 5.5 orders of magnitude. This range of compositional 

variation more than covers most analytical needs. Table 3.2 shows a 

comparison of the limits of detection (LOD) for each analyte in a 

"clean" matrix of 5% HN03 and the LOD in a matrix of 10 ppm of each of 

the four rare earths. What can be seen is that some of the more 

sensitive lines are interfered with, however alternate lines exist which 

allow for detection without a significant loss in sensitivity. The 

values of the log-log slopes and the correlation coefficients also 

demonstrate the systems performance. LODs are in not determined by 

extrapolation from a high concentration standard but are verified by 

making a measurement in the vicinity of the LOD. 

The results of summing multiple lines for Fe, Mg, Sr, Dy, Ho, and 

Yb are shown in Table 3.3. One example of a summed working curve for Fe 

is shown in Figure 3.1. Summing the line intensities from three iron 

lines results in an increases in the sensitivity of 90% and improves the 

limit of detection by 50%. The Fe lines selected are reasonably 
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Linear Dynamic Range of Dy, La Pr, Vb, and Ho 
in Simple and Complex Matrices 

Element, Waavelength LOR - 5" HNO, LOR - 10 ppm 01 Other 4 REa 

Dy, 353.20 nm 4 4 
Dy, 364.54 nm 4 2 

La, 394.91 nm 4.5 4.5 
La, 419.65 nm 5 2.5 

Pr, 406.20 nm 5 5 

Vb, 369.42 nm 5.5 5 

Ho, 345.70 nm 5 5 

Values represent orders 01 magnitude. 

Table 3.1. Linear Dynamic Range of Selected REEs in Simple and Complex 
Matrices 



RARE EARTH ELEMENT DETECTION UMITS 

MATRlX 

5 % HN03 10 ppm each of 

other 4 REE's 

ELEMENT 'WAVELENGTH LOD ng/Ml LCD ng/Ml 

La. 394.9 nM 21 19 

419.6 nM 6 Interference 

Pr 406.2 nM B 7 

Dy 353.2 nM 11 150 

364.5 nM 12 Interference 

Yb 369.41 nM 0.4 2 

Ho 345.7 nM 7 3 

Table 3.2. Limits of Detection for Selected REEs in Simple and Complex 
Matrices 
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Increases in LOD and Sensitivity by Summing Multiple Lines 

Element & , of lines LOD for ~ increase S increase in 
wavelengths sUlllllled swnmed lines in LOD Sensftivity 

Mg 3 0.1 ng/ml 60S 1l0~ 
279.6. 280.3. 
285.2 run 

Fe 
358.1. 373.7. 3 7 ng/ml 50S 90~ 
386.0 run 

• 
'Sr 2 8 ng/ml 30S 50~ 

421.6. 460.7 run 

Dy 
364.5. 353.2 nm 2 8 ng/ml 30"' 95S 

Ho 
345.6. 379.7. 3 2 ng/ml 35S 70S 
389.1 nm 

Yb 
369.4. 398.8 run 2 0.3 ng/ml 25S 50~ 

Table 3.3. Increases in LOD and sensitivity by summing Multiple Lines. 
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of Individual vs. Summed working Curves for Iron 
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equivalent in terms of their analytical sensitivity with similar single 

line LODs. This is necessary when working at the detection limit 

because less sensitive lines make little or no contribution to improving 

the summed line working curve at the detection limit of the most 

sensitive lines. However, the less sensitive lines can be used to extent 

the linear dynamic range. The LOD has a square root dependence on the 

number of lines used when all the summed lines are equivalent and the 

noise sources of the lines are uncorrelated. Many noise sources for 

each spectral line are independent from line to line. For example, 

background shot noise from each line is independent. However, overall 

system noises such as power supply fluctuations to the DCP or nebulizer 

instability are, to a large extent, correlated for all spectral lines; 

in this case, summing multiple spectral lines in a determination does 

not lead to great improvements in the sensitivity. Because a square 

root improvement in the limit of detection is observed in these 

investigations, as the number of lines is increased, the dominant noise 

source for these spectral lines at these low levels is uncorrelated 

among the different spectral lines. 

Diagnostics 

Another aspect of a multiwavelength approach is that a great deal 

of information in an emission experiment is made available to the 

analyst. For example, in each emission spectrum is emission from the 

background. For the DCP this includes argon, which supports the plasma, 

and OH and H from the solvent. Normally this background emission is 

subtracted leaving only the spectrum of analytical interest. The 
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procedure of subtracting the background is valid only if there is little 

or no change in the any of the experimental parameters between the 

sample and the blank. With careful monitoring of the background from 

sample to blank, the user can be alerted to changes in the system status 

and appropriate action can be initiated, such as ignoring that result or 

rerunning the analysis under more appropriate conditions. 

One such area concerns changes in nebulization. In order to 

simulate nebulizer problems, the nebulization rate was varied by 

changing the pump rate. This can affect the analytical results in 

several ways. Increasing the rate of sample introduction provides more 

analyte to the plasma and consequently increases the emission signal. 

Conversely, increasing the sample introduction rate increases the 

solvent load which can cool the plasma, thereby decreasing the emission 

signal. To determine the effect of solvent load on the excitation 

conditions, a mixture of 5 % methane in argon was used as the nebulizer 

gas. This provides a constant amount of carbon to the plasma 

independent of the sample pump rate. The peristaltic pump which 

delivers sample to the nebulizer was varied over the range of 0.5 to 

greater than 2 mL/min. The carbon emission was monitored as a function 

of peristaltic pump rate. A slight decrease in carbon emission is 

observed as the pump rate is increased (Figures 3.2a and b). If the 

excitation conditions for the analyte behave in a similar fashion, the 

mass transport of the analyte into the plasma is the most important 

consideration over this range of pump rates. since most of the sample 

matrices are aqueous, monitoring the emission from either H or OH should 
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provide a measure of the sample transport into the plasma. In practice, 

on the CID/echelle, monitoring the Hn emission isn't effective as this 

emission line suffers from Stark broadening based on the electron 

density in the plasma. A linear relationship is obtained between pump 

rate and OH emission at 341 nm, Figure 3.3. Because changes in 

nebulization rate outside this range are unlikely, monitoring the OH 

emission allows one to follow nebulizer performance during the analysis. 

When the difference in OH emission from one analysis to the next exceeds 

a threshold value, the user is alerted. 

As previously discussed, atom and ion lines from the argon gas are 

present in every plasma echellogram obtained. Because changes in the 

excitation conditions affecting the emission of the analyte species also 

affect the argon emission spectrum, the plasma excitation conditions can 

be monitored during every analysis. The presence of a high 

concentration of an EIE can enhance the atom line emission from the 

analyte, particularly the emission from alkali metals and alkaline 

earths in the DCP. Thus the presence of EIEs in the sample not present 

in the standards can lead to erroneous results. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 

show the response of argon atom and argon ion emission and their ratio 

as a function of EIE concentration (the EIE in this case is Na). The 

results are consistent with the expected changes in the ionization 

equilibrium by increasing the number of electrons in the plasma; thus, 

atom emission is enhanced and ion emission is suppressed. By monitoring 

the argon emission, any changes in the excitation conditions are 

detected during the course of each analysis. 
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Figure 3.4. Argon Ion/Atom Intensity Ratio vs. Concentration of Sodium 
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The presence of volatile organic solvents has been observed to 

cause instability in plasma sources40- 41 , solvent loading of the plasma, 

increase emission of the analyte and strong background emission from C2' 

CH, and CN, Figure 3.6. Figure 3.7 displays and identifies the common 

molecular species emission from excitation of organic matrices. Note 

the inset spectrum which represents a plot of the emission across a 

single row of the detector. A working curve of carbon emission 

intensity versus % ethanol shows that monitoring carbon atomic emission 

C(I) 247,8 nm line allows detection and quantitation of carbon from 

ethanol at relatively high levels of <1% to >95% (Figure 3.8). The 

effect of changes in % ethanol for three lines of magnesium is shown in 

Figures 3.9a-c. The two ion lines (279.5 and 280.2 nm), the strongest 

and most often used emission lines of Mg, show larger changes in 

emission intensity as a function of % ethanol than the magnesium atom 

line at 285.2 nm. Thus, when the presence of an ethanol matrix 

component is detected during the course of analysis by monitoring the 

carbon emission intensity, the most reliable results are obtained 

without further sample preparation by using the Mg 285.2 nm line. 

Similarly, iron and strontium emissions are affected by the presence of 

the organic matrix component. Unfortunately, no one line from either 

element gives an acceptable answer without further standard preparation 

(error <20%), Figures 3.l0a-b, 3.lla-b. 

The ability to determine many elements simultaneously is an 

important characteristic in cases where sample is limited. Sequential 

scanning of the emission spectrum requires a longer analysis time than 
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Figure 3.8. Carbon Emission vs. % Ethanol 
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Figure 3.9. Bar Graph of Mg Emission vs. % Ethanol - a) 279 nm b) 280 nm 
and c) 285 nm 
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simultaneous techniques, and hence greater quantities of sample. Use of 

direct reading spectrometers allows the analyst to obtain information 

about those elements for which an exit slit and detector have been 

assigned. Because of the limited number of PMTs, direct readers do not 

normally dedicate multiple detectors for each element, and thus can 

suffer from chemical and spectral interferences from the matrix which 

result in the loss of the ability to determine an element or obtain 

accurate results for the element. Thus, prior knowledge about the 

sample may be required in order for the direct reader to be effective. 

However, using the simultaneous approach described here, alternate 

emission lines can be selected in the event of matrix interferences. 

Applications 

The advantages of using a simultaneous multiwavelength approach is 

demonstrated with the analysis of a microgram sample of particulate 

material found in a filter from the Respiratory Care Unit of the 

University of Arizona Medical Center. The source of the particulates 

was unknown, and immediate elemental analysis was desired to supply 

information allowing the source to be determined and corrective action 

taken. The need for an immediate analysis was considered a high 

priority to prevent the risk of further contamination. Complete 

quantitation was impossible as the exact sample size and the volume of 

air required to collect it was unknown. In order to investigate the 

minimum sample size needed, a study using a National Bureau of Standards 

Reference Material l633a - Coal Fly Ash - was performed. To compensate 

for the smaller sample sizes employed, a modified form of ASTM D-3683 
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was used in which the volumes of the reagents were reduced. Ten 

milligrams of the ash was placed in a plastic bottle with a screw cap. 

One mL of aqua regia and 2 mL HF were added and the cap tightened. The 

bottle was placed in a steam bath for two hours. Enough saturated H3B03 

solution was added to bring the final volume up to 10 mL when the sample 

was cool. From this solution, dilutions with Distilled Deionized (DOl) 

water were performed so as to bring the final sample concentrations to 

1000, 400, and 40 J1.g/mL respectively. A blank prepared in a similar 

fashion was used for background subtraction. In all cases, three point 

single element calibration curves were used for quantitative 

determinations. 

The results of the qualitative analysis of the hospital sample are 

reported in Table 3.4. The total analysis time for this sample is about 

two minutes, with several minutes spent on examining the results to 

determine the elements present in the echellogram (the resulting 

echellogram is shown in Figure 3.12) • Qualitative elemental 

identification was performed by comparing the locations of the spectral 

lines with a spectral library of elemental lines. To facilitate the 

identification procedure, a series of masks are generated around the 

locations corresponding to the spectral lines of the elements of 

interest. Because the mass of the sample was unknown (approximately 10 

- 50 J1.g), only general terms such as high and low are used to describe 

the concentration of each element. Dust from the air is the likely 

source for Ca, Mg, and Al. More importantly, the air handling system 

uses copper pipes, and a piston compressor with iron cylinder walls and 



ae.ulc. of Elemental Analysis 
From Ra.piratory Care Unit Filter Mask 

~ Estimated kyel 

Aluminum Al Very high 

Cadmium Cel Very low 

Calcium Ca High 

Chromium Cr Very low 

Copper Cu Very high 

Iron Fe High 

Leael l'b Very low 

Kagnesium Kg Low 

Nickel Ni H1gh 

Tin Sn Very low 

Zinc Zn Low 

Table 3.4. Results of Elemental Analysis from Respiratory Care Unit 
Filter Mask 
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aluminum pistons. Therefore, the Cu, Pb, Ni, Zn, Fe, Cr, and Sn are 

strongly suspected as originating from the copper pipes, the solder used 

in joining the pipe sections, and the compressor. These metals can 

represent a significant health risK for patients undergoing respiratory 

care. The toxic effect of many substances is not completely known and 

is a significant health care concern. The body is reasonably efficient 

at preventing particles greater than 1 IJm from accumulating in the 

lungs42 ; however, particles smaller than this can penetrate deep into 

the lung. Studies have shown that some toxic metals are preconcentrated 

on these smaller particles43 and that their rate of absorption is much 

higher in the lung than in the gastrointestinal system44 • The damage is 

not limited to the lungs as certain metals tend to concentrate in 

particular tissues such as the liver and kidneys45. 

In order to demonstrate the minimum amount of sample required to 

obtain qualitative and quantitative results, an analysis of a SRM 1633a 

was performed, the results are tabulated in Table 3.5. The analysis 

takes approximately 120 seconds to determine all the elements listed in 

Table 3.6 (after appropriate standards have been run). At the low 

sample concentrations of only 40 IJg/mL, where 2-3 mL of sample are used 

in the analysis, the quantitative analysis of the major components is 

easily performed. In order to establish the presence of the important 

trace elements, the sample concentration must be increased. The results 

obtained for the higher concentration samples are in good agreement with 

the NBS certified results, as shown in Table 3.5, for all elements 

detected. 



Analysfs of SRH 1633a Coal Fly Ash 
All values fn g/mg 

~ ~BS Certified V.lu. Co., Fl~ A5h Concentr.tlon In Solution 

1000 "S'.' 400 "S'.' 40 "S'1II1 

Al 140· U. & 7 UO.5 & , 132 & • 

at 1.501 1.n & .04 1.55 a .07 1.50 * 
Cd .001 * .0002 .001 & .QOQl ... .. -
CI U.l a .1 10.80 a .02 11.1 * .2 10.8 & 

Cr .Ui a .1IOCi .1510 & .01 .18 & .03 .. -
C .. .U8 & .003 .13 & .01 .13 & .03 .. -
re H a 1 13.7 * .5 85 * 3 88 a 5 

'11 .072 a .004 .070 * .004 .08 .& .02 .. -
Hi 4.6 & .1 4.61 a .05 5.3 & .3 5 & 3 

MIl .lil 0.18 * .02 .18 a .03 .. -
" 

lit .127& .004 0.13 & .01 .150 a .05 .. -
St 2Z8 & I 2U a 3 230 &10 250 alO 

Sr .8l & .03 .84 I .01 •• 7 & .05 .50 I 

Tt •• 01 8.40 * .711 • a 1 5.00 I 3 

V .301 .311 & .0011 .2' * .02 ._-
In 0.22 a .01 0.240 I .03 .23 a .03 .. -

Table 3.5. Analysis of SRM l633a - Coal Fly Ash 
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Comparision of % Change in Emission In tensity 
vs. Line Ratio Due to Changes in Nebulization 

• 
LINE " CHANGE " CHANGE RA TIO 

Mg(l) 285 6 0.5 

5r(l) 461 12 0.8 

Ni(l) .349 7 .3.0 

Cr(l) .359 12 1.0 

AI{I) 40.3 6 0.1 

• Ratio is vs Lu{l) .328 nm line 

Table 3.6. Comparison of % Change in Emission Intensity vs. Line Ratio 
Due to change in Nebulization 
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Internal Standardization 

Internal standardization provides the advantage of being able to 

compensate for a large variety of errors arising from variations in 

instrumental parameters. Typically, the internal standard is a 

constituent of the sample, usually a major one, or it is added to the 

sample in a known amount. In either event the internal standard must 

either be present in a constant amount or its concentration known 

accurately. Ideally the line chosen as the internal standard and the 

line chosen for the analyte should have similar ionization and 

excitation characteristics. 

Several factors influence the effectiveness of using an internal 

standard. 

Major Factors 

- If the internal standard is to be added, its concentration 

should be negligibly low. 

- The rates of volatilization of the analyte and the standard 

should be similar. 

- The internal standard should have a similar ionization 

potential. 

- The internal standard line should be free of self-reversal. 

- The internal standard and the analyte emission should be of 

approximately the same wavelength. 

- The atomic weight of the analyte and standard should be similar, 

especially for light elements. 



The analyte and internal standard line pair should be 

insensitive to changes in the matrix composition. 
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In practice, it is impossible to meet all these criterion, so a 

compromise is often struck. Many of the above "rules" were developed 

during the era when photographic emulsions were the common means of 

detection. In fact the concentration, wavelength, intensity and self

reversal issues as solely brought about because of the short comings of 

photographic film. When instruments moved toward PMT detection, if 

internal standardization was done, there was little flexibility in 

wavelength choice and as a result internal standardization began to fall 

from popularity. Instead the development was toward designing source 

instrumentation that eliminated the need for internal standards. This 

in a sense is one of the driving forces behind the development of the 

Inductively coupled Plasma (ICP). 

With the advent of array detectors, it seems appropriate to 

rethink some of the above rules. Concentration and also intensity 

considerations were necessary for photographic film since the linear 

dynamic range of the film is often times no better than 2-3 orders of 

magnitude. Using CTD technology with complex dynamic ranges of 5-6 

orders of magnitude, no longer places this consideration on the use of 

an internal standard in sources like the DCP and the ICP where there is 

essentially constant emission intensity from the sample in time. 

Therefore, measuring the intensity at any time should be representative 

of the intensity recorded over the course of the entire experiment. In 
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a spark source where sample inhomogeneities and local changes in the 

bulk composition can take place during the course of the analysis, then 

it may still be necessary to keep the intensity of the analyte emission 

and that of the internal standard as close as possible. The issue of 

wavelength is attributable to the narrow wavelength range over which 

most films were effective and the problems associated with developing 

the film. Jalkian46 demonstrated the it is possible to store the 

quantum efficiency information for each individual detector element and 

use this data to correct each spectra for the effect of changes in 

quantum efficiency with wavelength. This makes the need to choose 

similar wavelengths for the analyte and internal standard line obsolete. 

The issue of self reversal is only an important if there is any temporal 

variation in the emission intensity. With photographic film, the entire 

emulsion had to exposed for the same length of time. If a line began to 

self reverse then the integrity of the information is lost. With the 

CIO it is possible with RAI to vary the integration from one detector 

element. This makes it possible to record the intensity before a 

significant amount of "cool" analyte atoms builds up and self reversal 

begins. only in transient sources is this still a consideration since 

the standard and analyte need to be exposed to the same source 

fluctuations. Use of CTO detectors reduce the number of considerations 

for internal standards to those which involve the source, that is sample 

uptake rate, excitation, vapor diffusion and temporal stability. 

As mentioned above, many of the difficulties in nebulization and 

excitation can be overcome by the use of appropriate internal standards 
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and judious choice of internal standard emission lines. Because the 

analytically important line include both atomic and ionic transitions 

occurring over a wide wavelength range, the internal standard should 

have many atomic and ionic emission lines throughout the wavelength 

region of interest without causing spectral interference problems. 

Lutetium is chosen for these studies because it is not commonly found in 

samples to be analyzed, is rarely of any analytical interest, has 

intense emission lines throughout the observation region of the system, 

and is an effective ionization buffer. 

In order to determine the effectiveness of using Lu as an internal 

standard, the response of five representative elements was recorded for 

changing nebulization rates. The results obtained using a 100 ppm Lu 

internal standard are shown in Table 3.6. Listed are the percent 

changes in the emission signal for various emission lines and percent 

change incurred in the Lu line ratio as a result of changing the 

nebulization rate. The use of line ratios almost completely compensates 

for the nebulization changes and provides an excellent means of internal 

standardization in a wide variety of applications. 

Examples of multi-line analysis, determination of the presence of 

organic matrix components, system diagnostics, and internal 

standardization, serve to demonstrate the CID/echelle system is capable 

of addressing the important analytical question: how valid are the data 

obtained in any given analysis? Modern instruments simply arrive at 

answers; however, the ability of most analytical instruments to 

determine the validity of the answer is usually limited. The CID/echelle 
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system is able to monitor for numerous possible error conditions 

associated with an 'unknown sample, and either take appropriate action 

and/or alert the user. Chapter 4 discusses the development of expert 

systems that utilize the wealth of information available in each 

emission experiment. 
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Chapter 4 

MULTIWAVELENGTH APPROACH: 

EXPERT SYSTEMS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Chapter 3 set the stage for the utilization of new alternatives in 

automated system control and data analysis. With this system, the 

concept of the "intelligent" spectrometer becomes tangible. A great 

deal of analytical power comes from the efficient utilization of the 

spectroscopic data made available with a simultaneous multiwavelength 

approach. 

The philosophy or justification behind developing automated 

systems is increased efficiency of laboratory operation, relief the 

analyst from tedious manipulations, to perform tasks in a hazardous 

environment, to increase the capacity of the laboratory and sample 

throughput, and to increase the cost effectiveness in general. 

Automation of many current optical emission spectrometers requires that 

certain predetermined assumptions be met. Should all the necessary 

criteria not be met, the issue becomes "how valid is the analysis"? In 

many analytical operations, widely varying sample matrices are 

encountered. The changing physical and chemical properties from one 

sample to the next can lead to misanalysis. The more information about 

the sample that can be incorporated into the analysis regiment, the more 

valid the analysis becomes. 

The direct current plasma echelle/CID spectroscopic system46- 47 
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has no moving parts and hence has very reproducible wavelength 

assignment. Therefore predicting where on the detector the emission 

from a particular element should fall is routine. By building a multi

line database for an element, identification of that element in a sample 

requires checking the background corrected signal at each wavelength of 

the database. In addition, to discriminate against spectral 

interferences, the signal acquired on the most intense emitter can also 

be used to validate the presence of the element in the sample. A more 

detailed discussion of the analysis scheme will be presented. 

In addition to knowing what elements are present, it would also be 

a benefit to know approximately how much of each constituent is present. 

In some cases a rough estimate may be all that is necessary, so a quick 

method of semi-quantitative analysis is desirable. Also, in order to 

perform the best quantitative analysis possible, a knowledge of the 

sample matrix is necessary either to prepare matrix matched standards or 

to identify which emission lines will provide the best analytical 

results. Using an internal standard, semi-quantitative analysis on 

samples can be performed without running any additional standards. The 

results of a semi-quantitative analysis can also be used to test a 

matrix dependent line selection algorithm developed by Boumans48- 49 

based on his definition of the "true" limit of detection. The final 

example presented shows the advantage of interactive software in HPLC 

analysis using atomic emission detection. The effectiveness of these 

expert systems for atomic spectroscopy will be demonstrated for a wide 

variety of samples. 
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Traditional Qualitative Analysis 

A low pressure mercury discharge is used as a reference source 

both to establish the initial calibration and to periodically verify it. 

The position of the mercury lines are used to arrive at an empirical fit 

to both the prism and the grating dispersion. From these fits, 

wavelengths at other positions on the detector can be calculated. 

Verification of the calibration simply involves checking to see that all 

of the mercury lines fallon the correct pixels. Spectral lines for 

other elements are referenced via position on the detector relative to 

the mercury 253.65 nm line rather than by wavelength. The approach 

allows the location of a particular spectral line for an element by 

simply calculating an X and Y offset. Additionally, if the coordinates 

of the mercury line do change, the relative coordinates of the spectral 

lines for all the other elements remain unaffected. 

Qualitative analysis of a sample in the traditional sense can be 

carried out with varying degrees of sensitivity by controlling the 

exposure time of a single exposure50 • A single image of the entire 

spectrometer focal plane is checked for the presence of emission at the 

locations corresponding to a particular element. With the CID/echelle 

spectrometer system a relatively long exposure (l minute) results in 

saturation of the intense lines from any element present at high 

concentrations. Trace elements will show a number of spectral lines at 

intermediate intensities and ultratrace elements will show only a few of 

the most intense spectral lines at relatively low signal levels. Even 

if a spectral line is saturated, the qualitative analysis is unaffected 
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since the detector does not bloom. 

Traditional Quantitative Analysis 

Quantitative analysis in the traditional sense is performed using 

standardization, either internal or external. spectral-line intensities 

are measured in terms of signal levels per-unit-time so that values 

derived from different exposure times can be directly compared51 • The 

CID uses RAI in order to obtain the emission intensity. Small regions (3 

pixels by 3 pixels) are centered on each of the spectral lines to be 

used for the analysis of a sample. NDRQs are used to sample each of the 

3 by 3 pixel regions in a continuously loop, once the exposure to the 

analytical source has begun. Photogenerated charge will accumulate at 

each of the regions at a different rate depending on the concentration 

of the element in the sample and the strength of the emitter. NDRQs are 

used to determine the optimum time for the calculation of the charge 

accumulation rate. At approximately 80% of the pixel saturation level, a 

number of NDRQs (up to 100) are used to precisely measure the quantity 

of charge accumulated at the spectral line and in the background region 

adjacent to the spectral line (a 3 x 13 pixel region). The exact 

duration of the exposure is also recorded so that the signal level per 

unit time can be calculated. The exposure to the analytical source 

continues until all spectral lines have been recorded in a similar 

manner. 
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The concentration of an element in the sample is calculated based 

on the intensity per unit time measured at each spectral line of the 

element. Background correction is performed automatically by fitting a 

straight line to the baseline to either side of the spectral line 

center. Blank subtraction is offered as an option and is performed 

after baseline correction of both the sample and the blank. Blank 

subtraction corrects for any trace contamination of the sample that may 

have occurred during the sample workup. Baseline correction prior to 

blank subtraction correct for long term drift that may occur in the 

continuum background. 

Auto-Qualitative Analysis 

The flow chart for the auto-qualitative analysis routine is shown 

in Figure 4.1. The process starts by taking two spectra, the spectrum 

of the blank, typically 5% HNQ3' and the spectrum of the sample 

solution. The two spectra are then digitally subtracted and the 

resulting spectrum is used for the auto-qual search. First, the SNR 

(signal to noise ratio) is determined for each line in an elemental 

database. The SNR is determined in the following way: 

1) The signal from a 3x13 detector array centered about the 9 

central detector elements where the spectral emission from a 

particular should fall is acquired. 

2) The two 2x3 arrays at the edges of the 3x13 read window are 

used for background intensity measurements. These elements 

provide the data for the background subtraction and the noise 
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is approximated by the standard deviation of these elements. 

3) The sum of the 9 central pixels after the background 

subtraction represents the analytical signal. 
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These elements and an example of how the background subtraction is 

performed are shown in Figure 4.2a-b. Using this information, the SNR 

for each spectral line in the database is calculated. The first 

criteria to be determined is, do any of the lines in the elemental 

database have a SNR greater than some threshold value, for example a SNR 

~ 5? If not, the next elemental database is searched. If so, do more 

than 50 % of the line in that database have a SNR ~ 5? If so, the 

element is reported as being present. If not, does the line that give 

rise to the most intense emission have a SNR ~ 5? If not, the element 

is reported as a spectral interference as the most intense emitter 

should show a SNR ~ 5. If the most intense emitter has a SNR ~ 5, but 

less than 50 % of the lines in the database have SNR ~ 5, then it is 

likely that the element is present but at a low concentration such that 

only those lines with strong emission intensities exhibit a SNR ~ 5. 

There are two possibilities for false positives: 1) enough spectral 

interferences to meet all the criteria for reporting the element as 

present, and 2) an abnormally low noise which could lead to a false SNR 

~ 5. The latter possibility is compensated for by tabulating all the 

noise values from all the lines in all the databases, then any lines 

with a SNR ~ 5 which had a noise value whiCh was more than two sigma 

from the mean value are ignored. 
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An example of a typical auto-qual output for an element present in 

a sample is shown in Figure 4.3a. The most intense emitter is place in 

the first position in the array. The SNR threshold of 5 is conservative 

and can be changed in the software. Typically this limits false 

positives without much loss in sensitivity as will be shown later. In 

this case, all 6 lines in the Cr database displayed a SNR ~ 5, and hence 

is listed as present. Also listed are the coordinates of each of the 

spectral lines (relative to the Hg line at 253.6 nm). Figure 4.3b is an 

example of the output for an element not present in the sample. Even 

though a SNR ~ 5 is reported for Hg on line 6 at 435.8 nm, none of the 

remaining lines have SNR ~ 5, also this is not a case of the element 

being present in very low concentration as the most intense emitter 

(placed in the first position in the database) does not exhibit a SNR ~ 

5. It is also apparent that this auto-qual analysis can also be used to 

identify spectral interferences. By simply aspirating a single element 

solution, all other elements exhibiting a SNR ~ 5 must be spectral 

interferences and which lines are interfered with and the extent of the 

interference are quickly and easily identified. 

To evaluate the sensitivity of the auto-qual routine, a dilution 

series from 5000 to 5 ppb of the following 6 elements: Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe, 

Ni, and Pb, was analyzed by the auto-qual routine. The results are 

shown in Table 4.1. At the highest concentration, 5000 ppb or 5 ppm, 

the program finds all of the components present and no others. As the 

solutions become more dilute, the report goes from present to suspect 

and eventually not found. The trend observed matches that predicted by 
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AUTO-QUAL RESULTS ON DILUTION OF MIX 

PRESENT SUSPECT NOT FOUND 

5000 ppb Ca Cr Mn 
Fe Hi Pb 

500 ppb Ca Cr Mn Pb 
Fe Hi 

50 ppb Ca Cr Mn Fe Hi Pb 

5 ppb Ca Cr Mn Pb Fe Ni 

Table 4.1. Auto-Qual Results on Dilution of Mix 
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LINE ELEMENT WAVELENGTH SIC/NOISE SIGNAL BGND.DEV. ABS X ABSY 

0 Cr 359.35 670.31 730.98 1.09 175 61 

1 Cr 427.48 192.47 332.00 1.72 130 33 

2 Cr 428.97 305.65 472.80 1.55 199 32 

3 Cr 360.53 287.35 564.63 1.96 242 61 

4 Cr 425.43 138.44 213.96 1.55 39 33 

5 Cr 357.87 460.74 440.01 0.95 94 61 

SIN Threshold = 5 

Number of Lines - 6 Number Found - 6 

Figure 4.3a. Typical Auto-Qual Output for Cr 
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LINE ELEMENT WAVELENGTH SIG/NOISE SIGNAL BeND. DEY. ASS X ASS Y 

0 Hg 253.65 -0.98 -4.9 5.08 214 168 
1 Hg 404.66 -1.00 -4.2 4.22 151 36 
2 Hg 365.00 0.05 0.24 5.30 160 54 
3 Hg 313.20 0.22 0.66 3.05 134 90 
4 Hg 312.57 0.83 3.18 3.81 97 89 
5 H9 296.73 1.21 5.82 4.80 151 104 
6 H9 435.83 8.50 38.1 4.49 126 26 
7 H9 366.33 -1.56 -4.56 2.93 232 52 
8 H9 365.48 0.38 1.44 3.80 186 52 
9 Hg 546.00 -0.20 -0.86 4.24 272 2 

SIN Threshold • 5 

Number of Lines - 10 Number Found - 1 

Figure 4.3.b. Typical Auto-Qual Output for Hg 
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the emission intensities and the limits of detection for these analytes 

with this spectroscopic system. For example, Pb, Fe, and Ni are 

reported as not found at a concentration of 5 ppb which is below the 

detection limit for these elements. Also note the sensitivity still 

exhibited for the strong emitter Ca at the 5 ppb level. Even while 

maintaining this level of sensitivity, false positives are virtually 

nonexistent. This is in great part due to precise background correction 

and information from several spectral features. 

Applications 

Some potential applications for auto-qual routine are illustrated 

with the following examples. Figure 4.4 shows the results of selected 

elements in the analysis of three stream water samples using the auto-

qual routine. These samples represent a sample taken upstream from a 

mining operation, a sample of the mine effluent, and a sample taken 

downstream from mining operation. By being able to simultaneously 

screen for the presence of many elements, it is possible to quickly 

determine which elemental species would serve as a chemical marker of 

the mining output. For example, the concentration of iron, cobalt and 

copper in the mining effluent is very high, but not significantly 

different between the upstream and down stream samples. This is due to 

the instability of iron, cobalt, and copper the water column at the 

natural pH of the stream water. Manganese and zinc however, can serve as 

a markers as they are undetected in the upstream water sample, are 

present in the mining effluent and are still detectable downstream. The 
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decrease is due to dilution. 

Another strength of this algorithm is that little to no prior 

knowledge about the sample is necessary. This can be extremely 

beneficial in the analysis of unidentified laboratory waste. The 

composition of the samples must be determined so as to decide the proper 

means of handling the waste. The results of an auto-qual analysis of an 

unlabeled laboratory waste container is shown in Table 4.2. When these 

results were reported to the group that generated the waste, they 

identified the likely source of the manganese is from the still used to 

make triply distilled water, the tin and cadmium as waste from 

electrochemical experiments. Boron, calcium, magnesium, aluminum and 

silicon are reported and were verified as being present. The likely 

source of these elements is leaching from the glass container which held 

the waste. There are two important points 1) analysis was successfully 

performed on an uncharacterized sample and 2) there was no sacrifice in 

sensitivity (ions leached from the container were detected and 

identified) . 

One additional layer to the auto-qual routine to aid in the 

identification would be to examine the relative emission intensities for 

an element. Fortunately this turns out not to be necessary as the 

multi-line approach appears to serve us well. In addition, problems 

arising from spectral interferences or changes in relative emission 

intensities associated with the source excitation may be difficult to 

incorporate into a rational identification scheme. 
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RESULTS OF AUTO-QUAL ANALYSIS OF 
UNLABELED LASORA TORY WASTE 

Elements Found 

Manganese 

Boron 

Calcium 

Aluminum 

Tin 

Carbon 

Elements Suspect 

Magnesium 

Cadmium 

Barium 

Silicon 

Table 4.2. Results of Auto-Qual Analysis of Unlabeled Laboratory Waste 
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Although qualitative screening is useful as an initial means of 

analysis, the one thing that is lacking for many applications is some 

means obtaining rough estimates for the amounts of each constituent 

present. Simply using the SNR ratios obtained from the auto-qual 

analysis is inadequate, as the matrix can play a significant role in the 

correct interpretation of the analytical results. For example, in the 

Dep, the presence of EIE elements in the sample can lead to enhancement 

of atom line emission and depression of the emission from ion lines52 • 

Changes in the nebulization due to the sample matrix can also lead to 

erroneous results. These problems can be overcome by using and an 

internal standard to compensate for changes in sample uptake and 

excitation and can also serve as a buffer making the samples under 

analysis more uniform. 

Semi-Quantitative Analvsis 

Semi-quantitative analysis gives not only the qualitative 

composition but also the appropriate quantity of each component. This 

type of analysis is typically used when speed is more important than 

accuracy. Semi-quantitative results will be used in the following 

section as the first step in a matrix dependent line selection routine. 

Qne technique used to obtain semi-quantitative analysis is internal 

standardization. An internal standard is chosen whose spectroscopic, 

physical, and chemical behavior is similar to that of the analyte 

element and is present in a known amount or can be spiked into all 

samples. Using our multichannel system, internal standard and analyte 
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lines can be monitored simultaneously. The ratio of the analyte 

response to the internal standard compensates for fluctuations in sample 

transport parameters and ideally corrects for interferences that affect 

the analyte and internal standard similarly. Factors used in choosing 

an internal standard are discussed by Ahrens and Taylor53 and also by 

Slavin54 • 

In solid sample analysis, the matrix material serves as the 

internal standard. In liquid samples typically a compound is added to 

both the sample and standard. This also serves as a spectroscopic 

buffer, which is particularly important in analysis by DCP where easily 

ionized elements tend to enhance atomic emission and depress ionic 

emission. Once the equations for the emission ratio working curves are 

obtained, semi-quantitative information about the sample can be obtained 

over an extended period without the need to recalibrate. Figure 4.5 is 

an example of an emission ratio working curve for magnesium with 

lutetium as the internal standard using a DCP for excitation. Figure 

4.6 shows the results of semi-quantitative evaluation of the magnesium 

content in a solution obtained daily for 15 days. The solid line 

represents the magnesium concentration obtained from 10 replicate 

analysis using standards. The points represent the values obtained over 

the following 15 days. Care was exercised to keep the analysis 

conditions as uniform as possible, however, no standards were run prior 

to the analysis. Excellent semi-quantitative results were obtained, the 

results never varying more than ± 20% over the 15 day period. Table 4.3 

shows a comparison of the reported values for alloying components in 
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SEMI-QUANTIT A TIVE ANALYSIS OF STEELS 

III_d. .... . .... ." .N .c. 

36 present 0.18 0.96 0.24 0.03 0.95 
found 0.21 0.89 0.27 0.03 1.05 

38 present 0.0 1.22 0.01 0.0 0.0 
found 0.0 1.18 0.006 0.0 0.0 

40 present 0.23 0.68 0.25 1.81 0.70 
found 0.19 0.73 0.22 1.77 0.67 

42 present 0.19 0.83 0.27 0.14 1.07 
found 0.23 0.88 0.25 0.12 1.21 

47 present 0.0 0.05 0.74 10.41 18.35 
found 0.0 0.02 0.69 9.67 17.63 

53 present 0.01 0.34 0.02 0.01 0.01 
found 0.003 0.28 0.05 0.02 0.006 

Table 4.3. Semi-Quantitative Analysis of Steels 
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steels versus those obtained with the semi-quantitative algorithm using 

a DCP for excitation. Although the accuracy may not acceptable for some 

applications, one doesn't always need to obtain the results with highest 

precision and the lowest limits of detection. For example, for use in 

quality assurance, or as a quick screening technique for reliable 

identification and sorting of materials. One question that arises from 

this analysis is " are the discrepancies a function of the uncertainty 

in this approach or do they result from uncorrected spectral 

interference in the iron matrix which is dense with emission lines?". 

Where there appears to be some bias, it is likely a matter of spectral 

interference. What is now needed to perform better automated analyses is 

to have some method for either choosing the best line for analysis or to 

correct for the spectral interferences. 

Through the use of an internal standard a pre-analysis of the 

sample without any prior knowledge about the sample and without running 

any standards is available, the next step is to develop a matrix 

dependent line selection routine. 

Matrix Dependent Spectral Line Selection 

The proposed approach utilizes a set of formalisms presented by 

Boumans48- 49 for defining the "true" limit of detection. 

Cl,true = 2/5 (1) 

where 

Cl,true is the true limit of detection 

Cl,conv is the conventional limit of detection 
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CI is the concentration of the interfering species 

SIj is the sensitivity of interferant j on analyte A 

SA is the sensitivity of analyte A 

Given the sensitivity factors SIj and SA along with this notation 

allows the analyst to predict either a priori or posteriori the best 

lines for the analysis given an approximate sample composition (obtained 

from the semi-quantitative analysis). This technique has the added 

advantage in that the sensitivity ratio should be usable with other 

spectrometers using the same type of source and detection. In addition 

to identifying the best lines for analysis as that line which has the 

lowest "true" limit of detection, this notation can be used to correct 

for spectral interferences. 

The sensitivity ratio is usually redefined as QIj(la) where 

QIj(la) = SIj/SA (2) 

and contains contributions from both direct and wing interferences. 

These Q values are very easily obtained with the CID/echelle system. 

One simply runs a series of pure 100 ppm standards and monitors all 

lines in all the databases simultaneously. This information is then 

used with the above algorithm to identify the best lines for analysis as 

those exhibiting the lowest "true" limit of detection in that sample 

matrix. 

Sensitivity and Q values have been tabulated in our laboratories 

for the major alloying components in steels (iron, manganese, chromium, 

nickel, molybdenum, and vanadium) and also for the lanthanide elements. 

An example of the tabulated values for alloying components in steel is 
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shown in Table 4.4 - Sensitivity and Q values for Nickel in a Steel 

Matrix. (The remaining Tables for steels and also for the rare earth 

elements are presented in Appendix D) The sensitivity is given in units 

of ADUs/ppm (~nalog to ~igital ynits) and the Q values are the 

sensitivity ratio x 106 • The values marked with asterisks were obtained 

with a slight modification. These values originally reported negative 

values when evaluated with the background subtraction shown in Figure 

2b. With these emission lines the interference sits in the region where 

the background is determined. Using these values in the least mean 

squares fit of the background leads to an erroneous subtraction. In 

these cases, the background is determined using the values from the 

other side of the emission line. This scenario is displayed in Figure 

4.7. 

An example of the utility of this approach can be demonstrated in 

the analysis of a monazite sand. Monazite sands are rich in rare earth 

elements and the composition is listed in Table 4.5. Lanthanides are 

spectrally rich and consideration of spectral interferences is 

essential. For example, the large amount of cerium present creates a 

problem in the determination of other rare earth elements. Typically, in 

the analysis of neodymium and lanthanum, the Nd line at 430.3 nm and the 

La line at 433.4 nm are the most sensitive lines and commonly used for 

quantitation. However, with the high cerium content of the monazite (44% 

Ce203)' these lines are interfered with. Figures 4. Sa and 4. Sb show 

working curves for neodymium and lanthanum at alternate lines, 415.6 nm 

and 333.7 nm respectively. The solid points represent data obtained in 
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Sensitivity and Q Values for Ni in a Steel Matrix 

Wavelength 
NI Senslllvlty 

Q - Iron o - Molybdenum g - Manganese 0- ChromIum 0- VanadIum 
ADU/ppm 

349.30 nm 5.1 38 1262 • 18 55 243 • 

341.47 nm 9.3 4918 6728 62 101 • 14500 

352.45 nm 5.3 1492 • 5011 • 121 1869 • 37 

339.30 nm 4.3 1952 • 1113 • 211 10013 32 

344.63 nm 4.2 318 7909 • 0 8211 • 342 

347.25 nm 4.1 3332 285 589 56367 615 • 

Table 4.4. Sensitivity and Q-values for Nickel in Steel Matrices 
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MONAZITE COMPOSITION 
Percentage as Oxides 

Ce 44.0 Yb 0.25 
La 18.1 Tb 0.25 
Nd 13.1 Er 0.19 
Pr 4.8 Ho < 0.1 

Y 3.3 Lu < 0.1 

Sm 3.0 Tm < 0.1 

Gd 2.2 
Oy 0.9 Th 6.2 
Eu < 0.5 U 0.6 

Table 4.5. composition of a Monazite Ore 

l18 
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matrix low in cerium content (25.0 ppm) and the open points represent 

data obtained in a matrix of 1000.0 ppm Ceo There is excellent 

correlation and these lines are essentially interference free. However, 

using only the magnitude of the interference, i.e. the Q value, as the 

discriminator of line selection ignores the sensitivity of the line 

being rejected. Boumans has demonstrated the need to consider both the 

magnitude of the interference and the conventional limit of detection. 

This is true in the analysis of Nd in the cerium matrix. At high Ce 

concentrations the line at 415.6 nm is the best line, however, as the Ce 

concentration decreases, the line at 430.4 nm, which has a limit of 

detection 10 times lower than the line at 415.6 nm, becomes the best 

line for analysis. This situation is shown in Figures 4.9a-b. 

Ultimately the analysis scheme involves a preliminary auto-qual 

analysis to determine which constituents are present in the sample. 

This information is then used to load up the proper databases to start 

the semi-quantitative analysis. The information from the semi-

quantitative analysis is then used to decide which lines for the 

analysis will yield the best analytical results possible. 

HPLC-AES 

Element specific detection of chromatographic eluates places 

additional constraints on atomic emission analysis in that the detection 

must take place within a relatively short time period when compared with 

conventional emission experiments. The emission must also be sampled 

several times during the elution of a peak in order to maintain an 
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LOD for Nd in Ce Matrix 
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adequate representation of the peak shape. Also, in many 

chromatographic applications, organic solvents are used which give rise 

to highly structured backgrounds. The multiwavelength approach afforded 

with the CID/echelle simultaneously collects the analytical signal and 

the background for improved background subtractions. 

The timing for the acquisition of the data can be approached in 

two ways. Assuming that the emission needs to be sampled at least 10 

times during the elution of the peak, one can read the charge out at 

fixed time intervals. After each read, the detector is cleared of all 

charge and the next integration started. The chromatogram will appear 

like one obtained with a conventional detector. The other approach 

utilizes the ability of the CID to perform nondestructive reads. The 

computer monitors the databases and when a signal reaches a preset 

threshold value the time and signal is read. The detector is then 

cleared of charge and the integration started again. The latter 

approach allows for the data to be acquired when the signal to noise is 

optimal, not at some predetermined time interval. Data acquired in this 

fashion however is in integral form and has to be differentiated in 

order for it to appear as a normal chromatogram. Comparison of the two 

approaches shows that by allowing the computer to monitor the experiment 

and sample when the signal is optimal delivers a 20 fold increase in 

sensitivity over integrating for fixed time intervals. An example of 

chromatogram obtained by allowing the computer to control the data 

acquisition is shown in Figure 4.10a. The exper imental details are 

described elsewhere25 • Data acquired in this fashion is in integral 
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form. Differentiation is necessary if retention times are necessary. 

Recall that a large amount of selectivity already exists in the atomic 

emission analysis and hence in many cases precise retention times will 

not be needed. Figure 4. lOb is the output from a UV /Vis detector 

connected in series with the emission spectrometer. The advantage of 

this approach is that the data is acquired only when necessary and when 

the signal to background is optimal. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Speed, flexibility, automation, and reliability can be achieved 

through proper utilization of the spectral information available in an 

atomic emission spectrum. The CID/echelle spectroscopic system 

simultaneously acquires all the spectral information over a wide 

wavelength region. The potential uses of the spectral information has 

been demonstrated with then algorithms described and the examples of 

their use. In the case of auto-qual it is not always necessary to use 

methods which provide the highest precision and the lowest limits of 

detection. There is significant utility in a method which quickly and 

accurately screens an unknown sample for its components. There are many 

applications where this may be all the information required to address a 

problem in environmental monitoring, hazardous waste identification and 

process control. This algorithm can also be employed in samples where 

there is a large variation in the concentrations of the components. The 

next logical step was to develop a semi-quantitative analysis scheme. 

Again, there are applications where a precision of 1 to 3% are not 
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necessary in order to answer questions, for example, quality control or 

the sorting of materials. Continuing to build on this foundation is the 

use of the formalisms put forth by Boumans for rational selection of the 

emission line to be used which is based on the sample composition. 

Using this information will lead to the best quantitative analysis 

possible. Even in the analysis of materials composed of spectrally 

dense components, such as a monazite sand, can be accomplished without 

resorting to prior chemical separation. 

There are some limitation in the application of Q values with the 

CID/echelle. Due to the method of background subtraction employed, 

negative Q values can be obtained. Individual examination of these 

lines is required to obtain reliable Q values. Due to this circumstance 

the formalisms outlined for the true limits of detection can not be used 

for spectral correction. This has been demonstrated by trying to 

predict the emission spectrum solely on the basis of the Q values in 

control samples. However, once the Q values have been properly 

tabulated, they can be very successfully used to predict which lines are 

the best for analysis. An additional advantage of the approach is that 

these Q values can be used in the prediction of the best lines for 

analysis on other spectrometers of similar design, that is, similar 

spectrometer transfer functions and detector quantum efficiency. 

Interactive software has been demonstrated with the development of 

the HPLC-AES algorithm which utilizes the nondestructive readout of the 

CID. Expert systems which take incorporate the vast amount of spectral 

information available can exhibit a higher degree of validity. Many of 
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today's instruments will provide the analyst with a number. The question 

that remains concerns the quality of the number generated. Diagnostic 

features such as monitoring background emission for changes in 

excitation and sample introduction between the sample and the standards 

have been demonstrated55 • Additional diagnostic features such as 

calculating the ratio of Cl,true/Cl,conv can be reported as a means of 

evaluating how relatively free an emission line is from spectral 

interference. Effective use of the large database available along with 

tabulated values of sensitivity ratios makes realizable the 

"intelligent" spectrometer. The advantages of this type of 

spectroscopic system is that even in situations where there is a large 

variability among samples, analysis by automated expert systems can 

still be effective. The system can either compensate or get around 

problems analyses or at the very least alert the analyst to the 

potential problem. 
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Chapter 5 

SPARK SPECTROSCOPY: 

ANALYSIS. AUTOMATED SYSTEMS. AND IMAGING 

The spark discharge has been used for approximately 80 years as an 

emission source for the analysis of solid sample. The unidirectional 

spark discharge, in which the power circuit of the source has been 

rectified so that sampling for the most part only occurs at the cathode 

(the sample), is one of the most common methods used for quality control 

in the basic metals industry. This is primarily due to the high 

precision and speed afforded by this technique. Spark analysis works 

extremely well for homogeneous sample, however the linearity and dynamic 

range of the working curves is strongly dependent upon the sample 

matrix. Concern over these matrix effects were the subject of an 

American Standards and Testing Material committee meeting nearly twenty 

years ago to discuss what issues they felt needed to be addressed in the 

future with regard to spark emission analysis. Topics included the 

effect of metallurgical history, sample preparation, source development, 

and data reduction. There have been some signif icant advances in the 

development of better sources for spark spectroscopy over the years, but 

little has been developed in the other areas. The key issue truly seems 

to be how to manage the effect of the sample surface has on the sampling 

of the cathode, the spatial and temporal characteristics of the 

discharge and what affect is any does the preceding discharges have on 
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the sparks to follow. From a analytical and industrial perspective it 

is becoming important to determine whether spark or glow discharge will 

be used to produce data on conducting materials in the next generation 

of instruments. Although there has been a great deal of work done on 

the elucidation of the mechanisms of the spark discharge, most notably 

by John walters and Alexander Scheeline, little of this work has 

promoted any real change in the way spark spectroscopy is performed 

today. 

This chapter presents the application of the hardware, 

spectrochemical concepts, and software developed in the previous 

chapters to spark emission spectroscopy. The discussion is divided into 

two parts: conventional analysis of base metals, aluminum and low alloy 

steels, and imaging studies focused at acquiring real time multichannel 

information about the true spatial and temporal characteristic of the 

spark discharge. The object being to develop a means of routine 

obtaining linear working curves or to find sparks fundamental physical 

limitations. For the studies in the practical analysis by spark the 

CID/echelle spectrometer provides simultaneous acquisition of all of the 

spectral information over a wide wavelength region with adequate 

resolution for atomic spectroscopy. This allows the analyst to 1) use 

multiple lines for comparative analysis, 2) to monitor the background 

for changes in excitation thereby indicating potential problems with the 

analysis, and 3) determine in the course of the analysis the optimum 

lines to be used for quantification. Effective utilization of the large 

database of spectral information has lead to the development of expert 
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systems such as an automated qualitative and a semi-quantitative 

analysis routines. Spatial and spectral images of single spark 

discharges have been obtained employing a charge-coupled device (CCO) 

detector and an aberration corrected imaging spectrograph. Acquisition 

of temporally resolved spectral images is desirable in order to provide 

insight into the dynamics of the spark discharge. Temporal resolution 

can be accomplished by three technologies: 1) a rotating slot or mirror, 

2) a pockel cell as an optical shutter, and 3) fast spectral framing 

with a CCO. The first method suffer from limited temporal bandwidth 

and/or mechanical complexity. The second approach is limited in the 

spectral region in which opto-electronic shutters can operate. 

Typically opto-electronic shutters only have throughput in the visible 

region of the spectrum and hence gather no information in the UV where a 

number of interesting transitions occur. Preliminary results using an 

imaging spectrograph and a thinned, backside illuminated CCO detector 

(improved uv response) operated in the fast spectral framing mode are 

presented. 

Auto-gualitative Analysis 

The flowchart and the analysis scheme is described Chapter 4. 

Results of the auto-qualitative analysis of steels is shown in Table 

5.1. Note that there is a good correlation between the reported and 

found elements and no false positives. Suspected elements are simply 

present at low concentrations so that fewer than the 50 % of the 

emissions lines in the data base exhibit a SIN ~ 5. Those elements not 
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AUTO-QUAL ANALYSIS FOR STEEL 

STANDARD ELEMENTS PRESENT ELEMENTS DETECTED ELEMENTS SUSPECTED NOT DETECTED 

SS 406/1 
Fe,C,Si,Mn,P ,S,Cr Fe,C,Sl,Mn,Cr,Mo,NI 

Co - 0.006 " 
P - 0.009 " 

Mo,Nl,Co,Cu, V Cu,V S - NO DATABASE 

SS 40711 
Fe,C,SI.Mn,P,S,Cr Fe,C,Sl,Mn,Cr,Mo,NI 

P - 0.030 " S - NO DATABASE 
Mo,Nl,Cu,V Cu,V 

SS 408/1 
Fe,C,Sl,Mn,P ,S,Cr Fe,C,Sl,Mn,Cr,Mo,NI 

P - 0.037 " S - NO DATABASE 
Mo,Nl,Cu,V Cu,V 

SS 409/1 
Fe,C,Sl,Mn,P ,S,Cr Fe,C,Sl,Mn,Cr,Mo,NI Co - 0.014 " S - NO DATABASE 

Mo,Ni,Co,Cu, V CU,V P - 0.025 " 

SS 410/1 
Fe,C,Sl,Mn,P,S,Cr Fe,C,Si,Mn,Cr ,Mo,NI 

P - 0.072 " S - NO DATABASE 
Mo,Ni,Cu,V CU,V 

Table 5.1. Auto-Qual Analysis for Steel 
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detected were present at a concentration lower than the limit of 

detection or that no database is currently present for that element. 

Similar results were obtained for the auto-qualitative analysis of 

aluminums and are reported in Table 5.2. Again there is good agreement 

between the known and the reported elements present. The sensitivity of 

the auto-qualitative analysis routine is demonstrated by using steel 

standards with decreasing amounts of aluminum. The results are shown in 

Table 5.3. For steel SRMs 1262a and 1263a where the concentration are 

well above the detection limit, aluminum was reported as present. In 

SRM 1261a, where the aluminum concentration is above the LOD on some of 

the emission lines but not enough to assure its presence, aluminum is 

reported as suspect. For SRMs 1264a and 1265a, no aluminum was detected 

by the auto-qualitative routine. In the case of 1264a, no aluminum was 

actually present, and no false positive was reported. In 1265a, the 

concentration of aluminum was below the SIN ~ 5 threshold limit on all 

Al emission lines and was hence listed as not present. 

The sensitive and flexible qualitative analysis of metals provides 

a rapid and sure method for screening or cursory evaluation of samples. 

The multi-line approach effectively eliminates the occurrence of false 

positives generated from spectral interferences. An additional 

refinement, that could be added to the qualitative analysis algorithm, 

would be to examine the relative emission ratios for the element. 

Spectral lines would not only have to be found, but their relative 

sensitivity would also have to be consistent with the sample type. 

Fortunately, this has not turned out to be necessary as the multi-line 
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AUTO-QUAL ANALYSIS OF ALUMINUMS 

STANDARD EL.EMENTS DETECTED EL.EMENTS SUSPECTED EL.EMENTS MISSED 

SS-1100-AN AI,Mg,Si,Fe,Cu,Zn. Ti Cr,Mn 
Ni - 0.003" 

Ga - NO DATABASE 

SS-2011-X AI,Mg,Si,Fe,Cu,Cr,Zn Mn,Cr.Ni Ti - 0.005 " 

SS-2618-F AI,Mg,SI,Fe,Cu,Ni Mn,Zn,Ti Cr - 0.001 " 

Cr,Zn,TI Ni - 0.009 " 
SS-2324-B AI,Mg,SI,Fe.Cu,Mn Be - NO DATABASE 

Ga - NO DATABASE 

Table 5.2. Auto-Qual Analysis for Aluminum 
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SENSITIVITY OF AUTO-QUAL ROUTINE 
Detectability of AI in SRM's 

SRM AI Concentration,% Detected CY IN) 

1261a 0.02 Suspect 

1262a 0.09 Present 

1263a 0.24 Present 

1264a NONE Not Found 

1265a 0.0007 Not Found 

Table 5.3. sensitivity of Auto-Qual Routine in Steels 
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approach has been sufficiently robust. Incorporation of the relative 

intensities ratios would add a level of complexity to the algorithm that 

would result in little enhancement in the rejection of false positives. 

All spectral interferences would have to be corrected for in a iterative 

process before the ratios would have any real meaning. Additionally, 

differences in sample matrices can significantly alter the sources 

excitation parameters which in turn will effect the relative 

intensities. Although it is conceivable to incorporate this information 

into the analysis routine, similar to the approach used in IeP-Mass 

Spectrometry where the iterative approach is successful due to the small 

variability in isotope ratios, it is not warranted. 

As pointed out above, the sample composition plays a large role in 

the sampling, excitation and emission of light. For qualitative 

analysis, components presence. However, in order to perform proper 

quantitative analysis it would be necessary to group the sample into a 

particular class of alloy so as to choose the proper electrical and 

temporal source parameters. For example, if early in the analysis the 

sample could be classified in this way, the computer could alter the 

analysis profile to better match the sample. Most metals can be quickly 

classified by the major matrix components. A semi-quantitative routine, 

using the results from the qualitative analysis, would be desirable. 

Semi-quantitative Analysis 

The semi-quantitative approach chosen was to use an internal 

standard. This method corrects for changes in excitation and has been 
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extensively used in the past for the spark analysis of alloys56. In the 

two materials tested, steels and aluminums, the major matrix components, 

iron and aluminum, are used as the internal standard. A wealth of 

information about internal standards and appropriate emission lines to 

be ratioed are available57 • Shown in Figure 5.1 is a working curve for 

chromium in steel where the Fe concentration is constant to within 2 

tenths of a percent. Since the iron concentration is so consistent, 

Figure 5.1 plots the emission ratio Cr/Fe versus chromium concentration. 

Similarly, Figure 5.2 shows the working curve for magnesium in aluminum 

alloys where once again the aluminum concentration was nearly constant. 

As shown, the linearity is excellent and hence should provide acceptable 

semi-quantitative results. A test of the effectiveness of semi-

quantitative analysis routine is shown if Figure 5.3. First the 

chromium content in a low alloy steel was measured by ten replicate 

analyses, this value is represented by the solid line at 0.055% Cr. 

Over the next 18 days, the sample was run and the chromium content 

determined from the slope of the emission ratio working curve and 

displayed on the chart. No standards were run and only routine 

calibration of the system with a Hg pen lamp was performed. By this 

method, the chromium content of the steel sample was obtained with no 

more than a 20% error. This level of precision is certainly acceptable 

for a quick screening process to determine the rough composition and 

identification of the type of alloy. If more precise measurements are 

necessary, the information gained in this rapid semi-quantitative mode 

can be used to pick the most appropriate standard for best analytical 
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results and can also be used to decide which emission lines will be the 

most appropriate for quantitative analysis. 

Ouantitative Analysis 

The algorithm for quantitative analysis has been previously 

describedSl . The quantitative analysis of a steel and an aluminum 

reference material is reported in Tables S.4a and S.4b respectively. 

Also listed are the wavelengths used in the emission ratio used for 

quantification. Excellent agreement exists between the certified values 

and those found in our laboratory using other reference materials as 

standards. Limits of detection (LOO) were extrapolated from the 

available standards. The LOOs for the alloying components in steel and 

aluminum are shown in Tables S.Sa and S.Sb respectively. These LOOs are 

equivalent to those reported by other workers. A more recent 

spectrometer design increases the throughput of light through the 

spectrometer by a factor of 8. In addition, use of a fluorescence down 

converting coating on the detector, Meta-Chrome II (Photometrics 

Limited, Tucson, AZ) increases the detector response to radiation in the 

uv region. These increases in spectral collection efficiency will not 

likely improve the LOD significantly in the visible region as source 

drift is not the dominant noise source. However, this increased 

throughput should represent a appreciable decrease in the exposure time 

and hence the time per analysis in the visible region and should improve 

the LODs in the UV region. 
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ANALYSIS OF STEEL - SRM 1264a 

ELEMENT AMOUNT PRESENT, " AMOUNT FOUND, " LINE PAIR 

C 0.87 0.88 
229.7 C 
230.9 Fe 

Mn 0.25 0.26 
293.9 Mn 
292.6 Fe 

Si 0.067 0.070 
251.6 Si 
249.5 Fe 

Cu 0.25 0.25 
327.4 Cu 
328.7 Fe 

Ni 0.14 0.14 
341.5 Ni 
339.9 Fe 

Cr 0.06 0.057 
267.7 Cr 
265.9 Fe 

V 0.10 0.10 
311.0 V 

307.6 Fe 

Mo 0.49 0.50 
281.6 Mo 
282.9 Fe 

Co 0.15 0.16 
285.0 Co 
259.2 Fe 

Nb 0.15 0.15 
399.4 Nb 
304.8 Fe 

Table 5.4. Analysis of Steel - SRM 1264a 
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ANALYSIS OF ALUMINUM - ALCOA SS-2011-X 

ELEMENT AMOUNT PRESENT, " AMOUNT FOUND, " LINE PAIR 

SI 0.29 0.30 
288.1 51 
265.3 AI 

Fe 0.52 0.50 
259.9 Fe 
305.0 AI 

Cu 5.51 5.44 
282.4 Cu 
305.0 AI 

Mn 0.042 0.043 
259.4 Mn 
305.0 AI 

Cr 0.039 0.041 
267.7 Cr 
265.3 AI 

NI 0.046 0.044 
341.5 NI 
305.0 AI 

Zn 0.12 0.12 
334.5 Zn 
305.0 AI 

TI 0.005 0.004 
334.9 TI 
305.0 AI 

Table 5.5. Analysis of Aluminum - Alcoa ss-2211-x 
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LIMITS OF DETECTION - STEEL 

ELEMENT LOD, % WAVELENGTH, nnl INTERNAL STANDARD LINE - Fe -
AI 0.0007 396.1 396.3 

C 0.0025 229.7 230.9 

Co 0.0025 228.6 232.7 

Cr 0.0004 267.7 268.9 

Cu 0.0003 327.3 328.6 

Mn 0.0021 293.3 292.3 

Mo 0.0029 281.6 282.9 

Nb 0.0045 319.4 304.7 

Ni 0.0005 243.7 339.9 
Si 0.0030 251.6 249.5 
V 0.0011 310.2 307.5 

Table 5.6. Limits of Detection in steels 
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LIMITS OF DETECTION - ALUMINUM 

ELEMENT LOD WAVELENGTH, nm INTERNAL STANDARD LINE - AI 

Cr 0.0005 359.4 347.9 

Cu 0.0001 324.7 305.0 

Fe 0.0010 259.9 305.0 

Mg 0.00005 279.5 305.0 

Mn 0.0011 280.1 305.0 

Ni 0.001 341.5 347.9 

Si 0.001 288.1 265.3 

Table 5.7. Limits of Detection - Aluminum 
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spatial and spectral Images of single Spark Discharges 

It is often times very desirable to obtain multidimensional 

information about a system in order to better understand the system or 

to sort out all the data acquired by the system. Obtaining 

multidimensional data, while being facile in principle, has either been 

difficult or tedious in practice. Spatial and spectral emission maps of 

emission sources are often times used to obtain a more fundamental 

understanding of the interaction between the source and the analyte29-

33 These maps are used to generate maps of other source 

characteristics, such as excitation temperature, electron density, and 

emission intensity to gain further insight into energy transfer, 

ionization and excitation processes. The interplay of these 

characteristics affects the optimal analytical viewing zones of an 

emission source and influences the design of future sources. To compose 

a complete description of the processes involved in plasma excitation, 

the emission information must be collected for the entire source. This 

is commonly done by imaging a very small portion of an excitation source 

and translating either the source or the spectrograph. This type of 

approach is time consuming and requires that the source remains stable 

over the course of the experiment. Ideally, a technique that 

simultaneously acquires multidimensional information is needed 

combining a newly available astigmatism-corrected polychromater 

with a two dimensional charge coupled device (CCD) array detector should 

provide a simple and rapid method of obtaining a wavelength resolved 

image of a linear section of a source. All commonly used classical 
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Czerny-Turner or Fastie-Ebert monochrometers and spectrographs suffer 

from astigmatism limiting the spatial resolution available. In an 

attempt to correct this problem, an aberration corrected holographic 

grating developed by Jobin Yvon provides significant improvements in 

image quality over a wide wavelength region. CCDs are a subclass of 

Charge Transfer Device detectors that exceed all other available light 

detectors in terms of their sensitivity and dynamic range. CCDs also 

enjoy the flexibility of using different readout modes, such as serial 

and parallel binning58 and spectral framing23 to extend the capabilities 

of these detectors. The very high charge transfer efficiency (~ 

99.999%) maintains the image quality from the first detector to the 

last. other characteristics, such as an extremely high quantum 

efficiency (peak values > 80%) over a large wavelength region (170 -

1100 nm), very low dark count rate and low read noise, more than two 

orders of magnitude lower than available PDAs, make CCDs the ideal 

imaging detector in low light level applications. 

Studies using a two-dimensional CCD and the new flat field imaging 

spectrograph are presented. spatial and spectral images of a DCP and 

single sparks discharges from a unidirectional source are described. 

This approach promises to greatly increase the data collection 

efficiencies of these types of experiments. 

A spatial fidelity experiment was performed by illuminating a 

modified entrance slit with a mercury pen lamp. The lamp was placed at 

the entrance to completely illuminate the grating. Complete 

illumination was visually verified. The slit was fabricated so that 
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three identical apertures were located near the top, middle, and bottom 

with respect to the slit normally used with the spectrograph. The 

diameters of these holes were measured by helium-neon laser 

interferometry and were found to be approximately 100 JICO each. The 

spectra were collected with a 4 second exposure. 

The acquired spectra were dispersed across 320 rows in the slit 

dimension and was imaged along the 512 columns. The spectral coverage of 

the system was approximately 230 nm within the range of 200 to 800 nm 

and was varied by moving the cco along the focal plane of the 

polychromater. Exposure times were regulated with an electromechanical 

shutter (#1 Synchro, Ilex Optical Co., Rochester NY) under computer 

control. The experimental configuration for the OCP imaging is shown in 

Figure 5.4. The experimental configuration for the spark is similar. 

One to one imaging was obtained using a 1/2 inch 100 mm focal length 

quartz lens (Oriel Corp.). The spatial and spectral maps of the DCP 

were obtained by imaging a vertical section of the analytical viewing 

zone for 10 milliseconds while aspirating a metal halide solution into 

the source at a rate of 1.5 ml/min. A blank image was also taken with a 

solution of 5% HN03 for 10 milliseconds. Each image was digitally 

stored and the sample image was subtracted from the blank to give a 

background corrected spectra. In mapping the spark source, the source 

was operated in the single spark mode and the emission from a single 

spark was integrated by exposing the detector for 1 second, a time 

period much longer than the duration of the spark. 
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Figure 5.4. Block Diagram of DCP Imaging system 
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The spatial fidelity of the imaging polychromater is 

experimentally demonstrated with the mercury pen lamp results. Figure 

5.5 shows the axonometric plot of the three mercury emission spectra 

obtained from the three 100 pm apertures. Wavelengths from 220 to 450 

nm are covered by 320 detector elements, providing a resolution of 

approximately 1 nm per detector element. The spectra are not corrected 

for either the throughput of the polychromater or the spectral responses 

of the detector. For this reason, the Hg 253.6 nm line is not as 

intense as one would expect. This effect is due to the lower quantum 

efficiency of the CCO at 253.6 nm. The ridge that appears around the 

404.6 nm line is not an artifact of the system, but a broad background 

feature associated with the source. 

The spectral features shown in Figure 5.5 reflect the symmetry and 

size of the apertures indicating no observable coma. In comparing the 

intensity of a feature in one spectrum with the corresponding feature in 

another spectrum, a good flat-field response in the slit dimension is 

observed. The spatial integrity of the image on the slits is maintained 

and is observed through the isolated nature of each spectrum. This 

clearly demonstrates that the polychromater is capable of spectrally 

resolving the light falling on a particular part of the slit while 

maintaining the spatial integrity of the image. 

Figure 5.6 is an axonometric plot of intensity vs. position of the 

image on the slit vs. wavelength for a mixture of strontium and yttrium 

aspirated into the OCP. The furrow-like region, seen in Figure 5.6, 

results from reduced accuracy in background subtraction due to 
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Figure 5.5. spatially Resolved Spectral Image of Hg Pen Lamp 



Figure 5.6. spatially Resolved Spectral Image of Sr, Y Mix Under DCP 
Excitation 
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saturation of the CCD caused by the intense emission from the point of 

confluence. 

For this single spectrum, the wavelength resolution of the system 

(1 nrn/detector element) is adequate for general analytical purposes, as 

well as for preliminary investigations into the feasibility of using 

this system for plasma imaging. However, as matrix complexity and the 

number of observed emission lines increases, the system resolution 

limits both the analytical utility and the feasibility of using the 

system for atomic spectroscopic imaging. 

The location of the emission maxima for each of the elements 

wavelengths are clearly visible in Figure 5.6. This spectrum shows an 

interesting relationship between the type of spectroscopic transition 

and its region of maximum intensity. For, example, there is a slight 

difference in the location of strontium's atomic and ionic emission 

maxima. One expects to observe ionic transitions occurring closer to 

the point of confluence (i.e., a hotter region). In addition, the ionic 

line maxima observed should occur at different locations depending upon 

the ionization potential of the element. However, the spectrum for 

strontium and yttrium shows something quite different. The emission 

maxima tend to be localized within a specific region beneath the point 

of confluence. Experimental results, as reported by Elliot59 using 

laser doppler velosimetry, have shown that a low velocity "pocket", 

which acts as a trap for analyte species, exists in the region commonly 

referred to as the analytical viewing zone. The analytical viewing zone 

or "pocket", provides the region of maximum emission shown in Figure 6. 
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The great advantage of using the polychromater and the CCD is that in a 

single 10 millisecond exposure, data is collected which correlates with 

the results of extensive studies performed by Zander60 and Elliot59 • 

Figures 5.7a-c are wavelength resolved images of single spark 

discharges of aluminum, copper and cold rolled steel respectively. From 

these images, the positional distribution of the relative emission 

intensities in the spark gap is obtained. By examining the results of 

several single spark experiments, a variability inn the discharge from 

one spark to the next is observed despite attempts to keep all 

parameters as constant as possible. The reproducibility of the voltage 

and current waveforms by the spark source was independently verified. 

The spark was always initiated on a freshly machined surface. Figure 

5.7d shows an example of the type of variability that can exist. This 

spectrum was obtained under identical conditions to those used to obtain 

the spectrum in Figure 5.7a. Although this type of image not typical, 

this spatial profile was obtained approximately 20% of the time. Other 

variations include the intensity of the discharge. On some occasions 

the emission was so great as to saturate the detector, at other times, 

the emission was considerably lower. The KH-5 source makes no provision 

for a positionally stable discharge which may explain the variability 

seen, however, Mork and Scheeline have also noted this variability in 

single wavelength studies carried out in their laboratories using a 

positionally stable discharge6l • These researchers collected complete 

images of the source at a single wavelength whereas our approach gathers 

multiple wavelength information for a section of the source. 



Figure 5.7a. Spatially Resolved Spectral Image of a single spark -
Aluminum 
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Figure 5.7b. Spatially Resolved Spectral Image of a Single Spark _ 
Copper 
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Figure 5.7c. Spatially Resolved Spectral Image of a Single Spark - Cold 
Rolled Steel 



Figure 5.7d. Spatially Resolved Spectral Image of a Single Spark -
Aluminum - Showing Spark-to-Spark Variability 
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Discussions with Dr. Scheeline confirm the image fidelity provided by 

the polychromater, but stress its limited spectral resolution62 • For 

samples that yield simple spectra, such as aluminum, the resolution is 

acceptable. For copper, the resulting spectrum is marginal and for the 

cold rolled steel, discrete line identification is becoming impossible. 

For practical analytical application with a spark source, however, the 

resolution is inadequate. Higher resolution gratings are commercially 

available for this spectrograph which can be employed at the expense of 

wavelength coverage. other possibilities are to take advantage of the 

alternate readout strategies offered by the CCDs such as binning and 

high speed spectral framing. Binning could be used to increase the 

sensitivity in extremely low light level situations at a minor cost of 

either spatial or spectral resolution depending on the experimental set

up and the binning format used. High speed spectral framing can be used 

to add the additional dimension of time to the experiment. Time 

resolution on the time scale of a few microseconds should be possible. 

Studies utilizing the spatial, spectral and temporal capabilities of the 

CCD system to monitor single sparks is discussed in the next section. 

Temporally Resolved spectral Images of Single Spark Discharges 

Temporal resolution of single spark discharges have been obtained 

using an experimental set-up similar to that described for spatially 

resolves images of single sparks63 ,64. By masking all but four rows of 

the CCO and orienting the wavelength dispersion axis of the CP-200 onto 

the exposed area of the ceo, a technique known as fast spectral framing 
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can be used to simultaneously obtain a time resolved spectrum. A more 

detailed discussion of fast spectral framing can be obtained from Aikens 

and Epperson23 • A wavelength coverage of 300 nm is obtained with a 200 

groove/mm grating at a resolution of 1.0 nm/detector element. The time 

resolution of 10 ~sec was measured independently by using the internal 

clock of the computer to measure the time required to move the acquired 

spectra from the imaging area to the region under the mask. The 

resulting temporally resolved spectral images for a single spark 

discharge of aluminum are displayed in Figures 5.8a and 5.8b. Figure 

5.8a represents a spectra obtained before the peak maximum. The first 

spectra obtained is at the bottom and subsequent spectra are placed 

above. Figure 5.8b shows the spectra obtained after the peak emission 

with the maximum emission at the top and subsequent spectra placed 

below. The emission line at 396 nm is an atomic line of aluminum and 

the pair of lines at 359 and 361 nm are a neutral silver doublet. The 

peak intensity occurred at 50 ~sec after the initiation of the spark. 

A 3-D plot of this data presented in Figure 5. 8c. This finding is 

consistent with those obtained by Zoellner and Scheeline65 • The silver 

lines result from sampling the silver counter electrode. Although the 

power circuit of the spark source is rectified, the ignition circuit is 

oscillatory and hence in the trigger pulse to break down the analytical 

gap the silver counter pin is sampled. The pOint to be emphasized here 

is the acquisition of 128 separate spectra of a single spark discharge. 

The spectral resolution obtained is to low for many fundamental studies 
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Figure S.8a. Series of Time Resolved Spectra - Single Spark, Before Peak 
Emission 
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Figure S.8b. Series of Time Resolved Spectra - Single Spark, After Peak 
Emission 



Figure 5.8c. 3-D Plot of Time Resolved Spectra of Single Spark of 
Aluminum 
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of spark excitation dynamics, however higher resolution gratings are 

available, the compromise being reduced spectral range. The distinct 

advantage in employing this approach is the instrumental simplicity as 

compared to other methods of obtaining time resolved spectral 

information. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of solid, conducting samples by spark emission 

spectroscopy 

successfully 

utilizing 

performed. 

the CID/echelle spectrometer 

This system represents an 

has been 

attractive 

alternative to detection by photographic film or photomultiplier tubes. 

Since the data is acquired under computer control and collects 

wavelength information over a continuous 300 nm region, automated 

routines for qualitative, semi-quantitative and quantitative analysis 

have been developed and tested both for solution analysis with a DCP and 

solids analysis by spark. The use of the computer algorithms gre~tly 

enhances the reduction of the spectroscopic data and helps to provide 

the user with reliable results. Feedback about the excitation 

conditions and/or spectral interferences give the analyst better insight 

into the interpretation of the data and can be used to monitor and 

control the entire system. Active feedback from background plasma lines 

or a specific spectroscopic marker can be used to further stabilize the 

source. Examination and interpretation of the emission spectrum early in 

the analysis can be used, to under computer control, to tailor the 

analysis for the particular sample under examination. Concurrent 

development in sources, spectrographs, detectors and computer technology 

will make this system compact with modest power requirements, 

mechanically stable, hence, easy to calibrate. This system can 
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potentially be used as a portable field instrument for the rapid sorting 

of materials. Thermo Jarrell Ash has recently developed a 

electronically controlled waveform source. Tying a source whose output 

is easily changed under computer control will allow the use of optical 

feedback to modify the source excitation parameters to meet the demands 

of each individual sample. New echelle spectrographs are being 

developed, in these laboratories and others, that are a fraction of the 

size of the initial design employed in these studies. These new 

spectrographs are smaller, with larger wavelength coverage, higher light 

throughput, and better optical quality. Developments in new detectors 

is also on going; detectors with high spectral response, lower noise, 

larger linear dynamic ranges, and no need to pre-bias are being made. 

In many applications, as the read noise and the analysis time are 

reduced, it may no longer be necessary to cool these devices to liquid 

nitrogen temperatures in order to obtain satisfactory performance. 

These developments are not exclusive to CIDs, many advances in 

antiblooming CCDs, both in terms of new architecture designs and readout 

strategies that also provide antiblooming operation. The recent 

advances in computer technology and hardware will make it possible in 

the very near future to operate CID and CCO array camera systems with 

personal computers. This will have two impacts: 1) there will no longer 

be a need to have a minicomputer, the Motorola 68000, and most 

laboratories already have access to personal computers, and 2) a whole 

new realm of database management software will become available. One of 

the main advantages of the CID/echelle system is the wealth of 
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information made available to the spectroscopist. Utilization of 

programs such as DBase, Lotus, or Quattro along with spectraCalc and 

Asyst (trade names of commercially available software packages) opens to 

the spectroscopist a user friendly means of manipulation of the 

database. 

The algorithms for automated qualitative, semi-quantitative and 

~Jantitative analysis worked very well. The routines for determining the 

optimal lines for analysis was only successfully applied to solution 

analysis with the DCP. This doesn't imply that this approach to matrix 

dependent line selection will not work for solids analysis, it is simply 

that appropriate standards are not available to acquire the Q values 

needed for the algorithm. Quite honestly development of these standards 

would not only be costly, and time intensive, it might not be all that 

warranted. An initial analysis, for example during the preburn mode, 

could identify the major constituents of the sample, thereby allowing a 

general classification of the alloy. At this point appropriate spark 

repetition rates and current waveforms could be selected depending on 

the samples classification, giving an optimal program for sampling, 

excitation, line selection and analysis time. The signal level can be 

monitored to provide as constant as possible erosion rate for analytes 

of interest. positional stability can be actively monitored and 

parameters such as gas pressure and composition can be varied to 

maintain as stable a discharge as is possible. 

Another issue concerning the formalisms adopted from Boumans is 

the value of the constant Vthreshold' Boumans using a scanning 
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monochrometer assign a value of 2 to Vthreshold. A scanning 

monochrometer has an error associated with the accuracy with which the 

stepper motor, which runs the wavelength drive can achieve. The 

uncertainty in the stepper motor leads to a small error in wavelength 

and hence an uncertainty in the contribution of the overlapping spectral 

interferences. In the CID/echelle system a comparison of the calculated 

and experimental "true limits of detection" showed a bias toward lower 

LODs from experimental measurement. The experimental values for the 

"true" LOD were from a serial dilution of the analyte of interest in a 

constant matrix of an interferant. Since steels are a common sample, a 

matrix of 1000 ppm iron was chosen. Using the Q values and sensitivity 

values previously obtained, a calculated LOD could be determined for 

comparison. Multiple working curves from several lines for the chief 

alloying components, Cr, Ni, Mn, V, and Mo, were obtained. Using these 

LODs, Vthreshold was determined from an empirical fit of 40 emission 

lines, and was found to be 1.27. This is significantly different than 

the value of 2 assigned by Boumans. This difference is attributed to 

the reproducibility of wavelength assignment achievable with the 

CID/echelle. An example of a working curve from this study is shown in 

Figure 6.la-c. 

Use of high throughput spectrographs like the CP200 also brings 

another potential application to mind, that of microspark analysis. 

This opens a new avenue for spark analysis, mapping of microstructure in 

solid materials. As can be seen in the single spark analysis of 

aluminum, Figure 5.7a, it is possible to obtain multielemental 
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Figure 6.1. Nickel Response in an Iron Matrix a) 348.5 om b) 337.9 om 
c) 335.2 om 
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information from a single spark. With higher resolution gratings, 

microspark analysis can be a reality. It could also be used in quality 

assurance testing of contracted materials, such as nuts and bolts for 

the space shuttle. The key advantage to this approach over current 

microprobe technology is that microspark can be operated at atmospheric 

pressure and hence easier to implement. 

From a fundamental point of view, any elucidation of the mechanism 

involved in an atmospheric spark discharge will be important in 

understanding other emission sources. The spark discharge is proposed to 

be further from equilibrium than other sources such as the ICP, 

microwave discharge and the glow discharge, as it never reaches a steady 

state on the time scale of the Saha equilibrium theory. Since spark 

discharges involve the additional dimension of time, understanding the 

mechanisms of energy transfer and emission in the spark discharge may 

reveal important kinetic information applicable to these other sources. 

For this reason it is important to develop better means of time resolved 

spectroscopic techniques. 

Currently the time resolution attainable with the system described 

in these studies is 10 J.lsec. It may be possible to reduce this to 

perhaps 2-3 J.lsec. For practical work the resolution needs to be from 

100 nsec to 1 J.lsec. Future developments in detectors may bring this 

about very soon by simply increasing the speed with which the device can 

be clocked or by major changes in the device architecture. An example 

of the new architecture is available with the Thompson CSF TH7864 

antiblooming CC068 • The antiblooming diode structure can be operated in 
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such a way as to provide the functional equivalent of an optical iris 

that can be opened in a fraction of a microsecond. From a practical 

point of view, a temporal dependence of the SNR of the analyte emission 

has been observed and can be used to selectively integrate when the SNR 

is optimal, which should result in improved precision and limits of 

detection. The device is operated in the nonintegrating mode during the 

initial stages of the spark process when the background continuum is 

high. As the background dies away and the emission from ionized species 

gives way to neutral atomic emission the signal to background ratio 

improves. Multiple spectra may be binned on chip, the combination 

should allow significant increases in the analytical performance of 

spark analysis. 

The variability from one spark to the next has been reported 

previously69. These studies combined with work done by Scheeline 70 

suggest that the initial interpretation of this variation as being due 

to changes in sample uptake is in doubt. This work suggests that 

although some of the variation may be attributable to sample uptake 

variations, that a more significant factor is the variability in the 

position and intensity of the emission even under conditions where the 

discharge of the source power circuits was highly reproducible. Abel 

inverted images obtained from the CID/echelle representing the average 

of a large, statistically relevant, number of sparks fits the old models 

but doesn't match well with the single spark data. Observations of off 

axis neutral emission may not be a function of kinetic control of the 

discharge but rather re-excitation of residual gap material or simply 
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dispersion of emission from the axial discharge column. In a spark 

train, the influence of the preceding spark and the build up of the 

field for the following spark may have a more pronounced effect on the 

observed emission that previously thought. The variability form one 

spark to the next, discussed in Chapter 5, for aluminum was found to be 

a 47.5% RSD in the emission intensity. This implies that in order to 

obtain a RSD of 1% one would need to sample more than 10,000 sparks. In 

this regard, measurements on fewer sparks, although now feasible, may 

actually lead to poorer results. Future studies should focus on 

understanding the positional and intensity variability among individual 

sparks. This approach I feel may lead to developing a better 

spectroscopic system or point to methods of signal processing that may 

overcome this problem. 

Future studies at high spectral and temporal resolution should 

shed light on the following aspects of the current theory. It has been 

shown that the velocity of the particle leaving the surface of the 

cathode on the average follow a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution. Is this 

so for single sparks? This question could be resolved with the present 

system for temporal resolution if the rate of spectral acquisition were 

faster. In alloys, does the melting point of the alloy or individual 

components effect the velocity distribution? Here is where the 

multiwavelength capability can play a large role. Another question is 

to what extent does reproducibility in the excitation versus the 

sampling have on this variability? In order to correctly evaluate this 

problem the trajectory variability must be known. Then it would be 
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possible to monitor the emission from various energy levels to ascertain 

to what degree is the excitation reproducible. By measuring the 

kinetics of the spectral excitation from one matrix to another it should 

be possible to determine if sample uptake from matrix to matrix is the 

most significant factor. If the sample uptake is the dominant factor in 

the variability among sparks then spark spectroscopy will always have a 

matrix dependence. The only solution will be matrix matched standards. 

If on the other hand, these other factors are dominant, then it should 

be possible to design electrode geometries, and/or software algorithms 

to compensate for the positional, or intensity variations. 

If indeed spark spectroscopy is "doomed" to always face matrix 

dependent variations then it is likely that the future of solids 

analysis will lie in Glow Discharge Lamp (GDL) sources. 

As mentioned in the introduction, spark emission spectroscopy' s 

use for the analysis of solids is declining in favor of more 

sophisticated methods. This change is due primarily to the matrix 

interferences encountered with spark analysis. Glow Discharge Lamps 

(GDLs) have been receiving more attention of late and a large research 

effort has been directed at unraveling the mechanisms involved in sample 

uptake and excitation7l • One of the promising features of GDL-OES is 

its apparent freedom from matrix interferences. 

Boumans postulates that the sputtering rate is given by 

qn = CnM CQM i CU-UOM> 

where qn = sputtering rate 

CnM = concentration of element n in matrix M 

( 1) 
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CQM = constant related to the probability of ejecting a 

sample atom as a result of Ar+ impact. 

i = current applied to the GDL 

U = voltage applied to the GDL 

UOM = threshold voltage, below which sputtering is 

negligible 

The emission intensity, Inm' of spectral line m for element n is 

dependent not only on the sputtering rate but also the current and 

voltage. This leads to 

(2) 

where Knm and Xnm are instrumental and atomic constants. This empirical 

relation provides a means of correcting for matrix effects. This 

implies that the need to use matrix matched standards for solid analysis 

would no longer be necessary. For quantitative analysis another 

parameter is used, the emission yield, Rnm (emission 

intensity/sputtering rate) for line m of element n. The emission yield 

can also be expressed as 

Rnm = Inm dt/dWn (3) 

where dt is the time interval and dWn is the sputtered mass of element n 

over dt. Extensive studies support this expression experimentally with 

proper control over the current and voltage. Expression (3) requires 

knowledge of the sputtering constants for each layer and exhibits no 

direct dependence on the current and voltage. To account for the 

current and voltage dependence one can divide equations (1) by (2) to 
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obtain 

(4) 

This expression reflects a direct dependence of emission yield on 

current and voltage which collaborates the empirical findings of 

expression (3). All that is necessary to obtain matrix corrected 

spectra are sputtering constants which can be determined in weight loss 

experiments. Tables of such constants for a variety of materials have 

been tabulated. So with proper design and control over the experimental 

parameters it is possible in principle to obtain matrix free analyses of 

solid materials by GDL-OES. 

Although mass spectrometric detection will be more sensitive than 

optical methods, the same simplicity, speed, adequate sensitivity for 

many applications and ease of automation enjoyed by conventional 

spectrochemical techniques will be present. In addition, in a recent 

presentation 72, Horlick emphasized the need to incorporate an optical 

channel into an ICP-MS in order to obtain reliable analysis in certain 

circumstances. It is likely also true for GDL-MS as there are mass 

spectral molecular interferences. This research group has a unique 

advantage in pursuing research into the use of GDLs as sources for 

solids analysis. The breadth of the Denton research group includes work 

with mass spectrometry, novel hollow cathode source design (David 

Radspinner's work following that of Hugh Phillips) and multi-wavelength 

multi-elemental analysis using solid state array detectors and custom 

echelle spectrometers. A direct side by side comparison of spark and 

GDL source emission spectroscopy is proposed using the CID/echelle 
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system thereby removing any instrumental bias associated with the 

instrumentation. Alternate surface analysis techniques are far more 

expensive and time intensive and a viable alternative for routine 

analysis is desirable. In addition, use of the University of Arizona 

LESSA facility (Laboratory for Electron Spectroscopy and Surface 

Analysis) and scanning electron microscopes available through the 

biology and geology departments will provide alternate means for 

verification in order to make a comprehensive study. 

All solids analysis techniques have problems with changing 

matrices. In the case of GDL excitation, a fundamental and empirical 

understanding of the matrix dependence is developing. The 

interdisciplinary approach of combining new technologies from many 

fields and the use of the resources and expertise available in these 

laboratories makes possible the development and investigation of new 

solutions to the spectrochemical analysis of solids. The potential 

outcome is this research will have an immediate impact in the industrial 

community and should also promote increased use of solids analysis in 

the research environment. 
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abstract - The performance of two classes of charge transfer device 

detectors- the charge coupled device and the charge injection device-

are compared for atomic emission spectroscopy. For these studies, a 

direct current plasma source is employed with an echelle spectrograph 

having a spectral image size matched to the format of these array 

detectors. In a clean matrix, both detectors yield good detection 

limits. In more complex matrices, blooming, or the spilling of excess 

photo generated charge from the regions of the detector which are 

overexposed, greatly limits the utility and sensitivity of the charge-

coupled device for atomic emission spectroscopy. Several methods to 

improve the performance of charge-coupled device detectors are 

described, including preliminary work using an anti blooming charge-

coupled device. The charge injection device detector is found to be 

highly resistant to blooming and is able to analyze complex mixtures 

with little to no loss in sensitivity. 

Introduction 

Atomic emission spectroscopy (AES) is one of the most powerful 

techniques for the analysis of the elemental composition of a large 

variety of samples. Current techniques using photomultiplier tube (PMT) 

detection are able to analyze for a large number of elements over a 

concentration range spanning six or more orders of magnitude. However, 
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the single channel nature of the PMT, or limited multichannel 

capabilities of small banks of PMTs, have often reduced the ability of 

the analyst to monitor multiple spectral lines for each element, as well 

as simultaneously monitoring the spectral region surrounding the 

analytical lines of interest. 

One of the most promising approaches to AES involves the use of an 

echelle spectrograph and an array detector to measure a large number of 

wavelength intervals simultaneously. The use of two dimensional 

detectors to measure the entire emission spectra is not new. However, 

past attempts to use array detectors have met with limited success; the 

available detectors, whether orthicons, vidicons, intensified vidicon, 

or photodiode array, are not as sensitive detectors as the single 

channel photomultiplier tube, and so tradeoffs between the multichannel 

advantages of the detector array and this loss in sensitivity limited 

the usefulness of these approaches. In addition, these detectors suffer 

from one or more problems associated with hysteresis, lag, dynamic 

range, linearity, spectral range, and crosstalk. The recent appearance 

of high resolution, sensitive, large dynamic range, multichannel charge 

transfer device(CTD) detectors has resulted in several recent studies 

using these detectors for analytical AES. 

To adequately cover the analytically important wavelength range 

for AES with sufficient resolution to minimize overlap of spectral 

lines, a large number of resolution elements is required. Covering the 

ultra-violet to near-i.r. regions with the approximately 0.01 nm 

resolution necessary to avoid spectral interferences requires tens of 
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thousands of resolution e~ements. Because of the availability of large 

rectangular multichannel detectors, a rectangular format spectrograph is 

desired. An echelle spectrograph can provide both the rectangular 

format and the required resolution. The spectrometer system used in 

these studies has been developed to produce a spectral image size 

reduced to match the format of these new detectors. 

The output of the echelle spectrograph is a series of grating 

orders stacked vertically one above the other. Because of the ~hanging 

linear dispersion in the different grating orders and the changing 

spacing between the orders, many detector elements do not contain 

spectral information. The resolution of the system varies depending on 

grating order, the detector element size and the entrance aperture size. 

For this echelle system and a General Electric CI017 detector, the 

reciprocal linear dispersion at 225 nm is 0.013 nm per detector element 

and at 500 nm is 0.03 nm per detector element. An electromechanical 

shutter placed between the objective lens and the slit allows precisely 

timed exposures of the sensor to the emission source. 

Charge transfer device detectors are multichannel detectors which 

integrate signal information much like photographic film. CTD detectors 

consist of two major subclasses, the charge injection device (CIO) and 

the charge-coupled device (CCO). Both subclasses can be cooled so that 

the dark current, or thermal charge generation, is reduced to an 

insignificant level. Thus, these detectors are able to integrate a 

spectral image for minutes without signal degradation due to dark 

current. In addition, both CCOs and CIOs are available in a variety of 
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formats, ranging from single element CIDs and small linear CCDs to 512 

by 512 CIDs and larger CCDs. 

This paper describes the results of a study comparing the 

differing analytical performance for atomic emission spectroscopy 

between the General Electric CID17 detector and the RCA501 CCD detector. 

Preliminary results obtained using the antiblooming RCAS04 CCD for AES 

are also presented. The pertinent detector characteristics measured in 

our laboratories for the specific detectors used in this study are 

listed in Table 1, with the quantum efficiencies of these detectors 

shown in Figure 1. The RCASOl CCD has a larger photoactive area than 

the CID17 corresponding to a wider wavelength coverage than offered by 

the CID17. However, for these studies, the spectral lines used are in 

the 250-520 nm range, and hence, the wider wavelength coverage of the 

CCD is not utilized. 

An important difference between these detectors arises from 

differences in their method of charge readout. The read noise, and 

hence sensitivity for low photon fluxes, of currently available CCDs is 

more than an order of magnitude lower than available from CIDs. The 

readout noise for the CID17 is approximately 1000 electrons, but is 

reducible using multiple nondestructive readouts to under 70 electrons 

compared to read noises from 50 e- to below 7 e- observed for many CCDs. 

other advantages of CCDs include the availability of larger array 

formats than CIDs, and device architectures giving higher quantum 

efficiencies than CIDs. 



spectroscopically Important Characteristics 

of the RCA 501ex and the General Electric CID17B 

Charqe Transfer Device Detectors 

RCASOIEX CCO G.E. crops 

Format 512 by 512 244 by 388 

Detector Element Size 30 by 30 Ilm 27.2 by 23.3 Ilm 

Read Noise SO 60 

Dark Current 0.01 e-/s <0.08e-/s 

Full well capacity 4xl05 6xl05 

Simple Dynamic Range 8000 10000 
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For the CCD, e- are collected, while for the CID, mobile holes are 

collected. By convention, these characteristics are3 reported in units 

of e- regardless of whether holes or e- are collected. 

Table 1. 
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A disadvantage of the CCD architecture is that the charge from the 

entire CCD must be shifted out even if only a small portion of the 

information required. The readout time can be greatly decreased if the 

charge information is digitized for only those elements where the charge 

information is desired, and all other charge is simply removed. This is 

analogous to the "fast access" method of the photodiode array. Like 

most other detectors, the readout process of the CCD is destructive; 

during the readout of the cco, the signal information is destroyed 

during readout. 

Another disadvantage of the CCO architecture is that most CCDs 

suffer from charge blooming. Blooming is the spilling of excess 

photogenerated charge to nearby elements from a detector element where 

the charge capacity has been exceeded. This charge spillage is 

disastrous in AES where one detector element can be illuminated by a 

background feature with many magnitudes greater intensity than the 

nearby spectral feature of interest. Several CCD manufacturers have 

incorporated antiblooming gates or drains in some CCDs. These 

antiblooming structures are intended to remove the excess charge in a 

detector element before it can spill into the adjacent detector 

elements. Unfortunately, scientific grade antiblooming CCD imaging 

systems have not been widely available. There is a lack of information 

in the scientific literature describing the ability of the antiblooming 

structures in removing the excess photogene rated charge for overloads 

such as can be encountered in AES. 
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One of the most significant functional differences between the eIO 

and eco is that the charge readout process in the eIO is nondestructive, 

and can be repeated as desired. In addition, individual eIO detector 

elements can be interrogated without shifting through other elements, 

making the eIO capable of random access. These abilities, the 

nondestructive readout and random access, have important ramifications 

in many spectroscopic applications. Also important, most CIO detectors 

are extremely resistant to blooming, even for light levels 1000-fold 

beyond saturation. 

Experimental 

All element stack solutions were prepared from pure metals and 

metal halides (minimum purity 99.99%). All labware was soaked a minimum 

of 24 h in an EOTA bath and stored with 5% v/v HN03. All dilutions were 

made using 5% v/v HN03 (Mallinckrodt), with all standard solutions 

prepared daily. A direct current [plasma (DCP) source (ARL industries, 

Sunland, California) was used for sample excitation. The plasma 

position was not optimized for each element, but was left in a 

compromise position for all elements. The custom CIO and eco detector 

modules were run using modified Photometrics Camera Controllers 

(Photometrics Limited, Tucson, AZ) interfaced to a Motorola 68000 based 

multibus host computer system. 

The ability of the eIO to determine the photogenerated charge 

information nondestructively allows the computer to choose the optimum 

integration period for each spectral line during the analysis. The 
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computer measures the intensity of each spectral line early in an 

analysis and if the line has an intensity above some threshold value, 

then the intensity and integration time are stored. If inadequate SIN 

has been achieved, the system proceeds to the next analyte line. The 

computer continues in this loop checking line intensity until adequate 

signal has been measured for all spectral lines, or until a maximum 

observation time is reached. Using this method, the optimum integration 

time for all desired lines is obtained while the analysis is being 

performed. The exposure time can easily be varied from 0.01 to 100 s, 

effectively increasing the CIO simple dynamic range by four orders of 

magnitude. 

The CCO detector lacks the ability to perform nondestructive 

readouts. For these AES measurements, a series of exposures are 

recorded and stored in order to determine the optimal integration time 

for the analysis. As an example, three exposures can be made with 0.1 

s, 3 s, and 60 s integration times. After the analysis, the intensity 

of the 60 s exposure for all spectral lines of interest is examined; if 

the detector element of interest is saturated, then data from the 

shorter exposure times are used. In this way, the optimum of the three 

exposures is used for each line of interest. The multiple exposure 

method also extends the dynamic range of the detector; however, this 

method requires large amounts of computer memory and increases the 

analysis time. Because each readout of the CCO takes 3 s, using 

multiple exposures increases the time not actually observing the plasma 

by 6 s for each exposure (3 s each for the background and sample 
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exposures). 

For each analysis, two forms of background correction are 

performed. First, an echellogram of the DCP source aspirating a 5% HN03 

solution is measured, and the portion of the echellogram in the vicinity 

of all analyte lines recorded. Next, the spectrum of the analyte is 

measured, and the two echellograms subtracted. Because of the lack of 

any moving parts in the spectrometer, precise spectral registration is 

possible, and the DCP and solvent emission are cleanly subtracted. 

The second background procedure involves measuring the spectral 

background in the immediate vicinity of each analyte line during the 

sample aspiration. The detector element at the center of the spectral 

feature of interest is determined, and a 3 by 3 subarray of detector 

elements is used to determine the intensity of the spectral line. The 

background on both sides of the spectral line, located between 5 and 10 

detector elements or approximately 0.1-0.2 nm away from the center 

element is used for background subtracted. The slope and magnitude of 

the background is calculated and subtracted from the spectral line, and 

the background corrected value is used to construct calibration curves 

and for unknown determinations. If the background on either side of the 

analyte line is not consistent, caused, for example, by another spectral 

line from some other component in the sample, appropriate action is 

initiated. The most common action in the case of a spectral interferant 

is to use another line from the ana1yte. Because the analyte and 

background subarrays are acquired simultaneously, the method of 

background correction in the CTD-echelle can correctly remove spectral 
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backgrounds many times larger than the analyte spectral line. 

The detection limits are obtained by taking three times the 

standard deviation of the background corrected blank solution and 

determining the concentration required to give an equivalent signal. In 

all cases, a series of solutions are used and linear working curves 

obtained with the lowest concentration solution within a factor of five 

of the detection limit concentration. 

Results and Discussion 

The ability of the solid state CID detector to very cleanly 

subtract out the background has been demonstrated previously. The CeD 

also is able to subtract out the DCP background. Figure 2a shows the 

results of a 3 s integration for a 5% v/v HN03 solution containing 5 

~g/ml of Ni, Pb, Cr, Mn, Ca, and Fe. Figure 2b shows the results of 

subtracting the signals for a 5% v/v HN03 solution from results recorded 

in Figure 2a, leaving only the analyte spectral lines and several argon 

plasma lines. Several of the more intense spectral features have been 

labeled on these echellograms. The Ar lines had bloomed during the 3 s 

exposure so that some of the photogenerated charge from the Ar line 

spilled into adjacent detector elements. The bloomed, obscured areas 

are localized around the Ar lines so that almost all CCO photoactive 

area is available for observing analytical lines. Only if a spectral 

line of interest is in the small bloomed area is quantification of the 

line affected. However, the blooming places a limitation on the CCO/AES 

system. The CID is capable of integrating the spectrum from the DCP for 
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2 or more min. If one integrates with the CCO for 2 min, the blooming 

of the Ar lines will be 40 times greater than shown in Figure 2a, and a 

much larger area of the CCO will be obscured. By limiting the maximum 

observation time, the CCO' s ability to detect weak spectral features, 

and hence sensitivity, is reduced. 

Calibration curves for several elements were run for both systems 

in a simple 5% HN03 matrix, with the limits of detection (LOD) shown in 

Table 2. For comparison purposes, LODs obtained for the SpectrSpan III 

echelle system using PMT detection have been included in Table 2. Both 

CTD detectors obtained high sensitivity and a large dynamic range in the 

simple matrix. All working curves remained linear to greater than 100 

~g/ml - the highest concentration standard examined. Figure 3 shows a 5 

by 10 subarray of the output of the CTD detectors around the 327.4 nm Cu 

line under various conditions. The five orders of magnitude difference 

in the concentration shown in this Figure demonstrates the large dynamic 

range obtainable with both of these detectors. The 10 ng/ml Cu line in 

Figure 3b is clearly recognizable over the background, confirming the 2 

ng/ml detection limit listed in Table 2. Figure 3d shows the same 327.4 

nm line for 10 ng/m1 Cu obtained with the CID. 

While both detectors are able to perform elemental analysis in 

simple matrices, the ability to analyze complex matrices is more 

demanding. A series of experiments was performed for Cu in a 10 ~g/ml 

Ca and 100 ~g/ml Fe matrix. This matrix was chosen for the large number 

of bright emission lines throughout the wavelength region observed by 

the detectors. The complex matrix caused immediate problems with the 
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CCO detector system. The intense lines from the Fe and Ca background 

caused larger areas of the CCO to be obscured due to charge blooming. 

Thus, for integration times longer than a few seconds, much of the cco 

becomes unusable for quantitative determination of other elements. 

Figure 4 shows the results from the CCD of a 30 s integration of a 100 

ng/ml Cu solution in the 100 IJg/ml Fe and 10 IJg/ml Ca matrix. To 

determine the extent of charge blooming, the blank was changed from 5% 

HN03 to a matrix matched solution containing approximately 100 IJg/ml Fe 

and 10 IJg/ml Ca in 5% HN03. Thus, any areas of the CCO subj ect to 

charge blooming subtract exactly, greatly aiding qualitative inspection 

of the CCO data. The large shaded area in Figure 4 is the area where 

charge blooming obscured other information. The charge blooms along a 

column on the CCo and then into the serial register. Once in the serial 

register, the excess charge blooms along the serial register and 

finally, back into other columns. This blooming process is visible in 

the hemispherical outline shown in this echellogrami the edges of the 

bloomed areas are visible due to slight variations in the extent of 

blooming between the blank and sample exposures. Fortuitously, one of 

the most sensitive Cu lines remains outside the area of the CCO first 

subject to charge blooming. Thus, while the 30 s exposure obscures most 

of the CCO, a 10 s exposure is usable for Cu analysis. Even in this 

case, the intense background increases the eu detection limit from 2 to 

25 ng/ml. As can be seen in Figure 3c, the 10 ng/ml Cu peak is no 

longer identifiable for the 10 s observation. 
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For the CID system, few spectral interferences are apparent and 

the detection limit for Cu is not affected by the change in matrix. 

Figure 5 shows the output of the CID with the same solution as aspirated 

for the CCD for the same time of exposure. The lack of blooming of the 

CID is obvious, with the entire echellogram still containing analytical 

information. This is further illustrated by examining Figures 3e and f 

in which the presence of large excess amounts of Ca and Fe have almost 

no effect on the measurement of Cu for a 120 s observation. 

While these studies demonstrate the problems associated with CCD 

detection for AES, several methods exist to reduce the effect of charge 

blooming in a CCD. Instead of using a single exposure of the CCD for 

the analysis, a series of exposures can be summed with the integration 

time of each exposure short enough to prevent significant charge 

blooming. For example, multiple 5 s exposures can be taken instead of a 

single 120 s exposure. This increases the effective read noise of the 

summed exposure since each spectral feature has the read noise 

associated with multiple reads instead of one read. However, the low 

read noise of the CCD should prevent the read noise of the detector from 

becoming significant compared to the uncertainty in the plasma 

background determination. 

The time spent actually observing the source for the analytical 

measurement greatly affects the sensitivity of the determination and the 

LOD. For exposures longer than 120 s, the source and nebulizer drift 

have been found to more significant than the increase in spectral 

intensity for atomic emission lines in spectral regions of high plasma 
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and solvent background. Hence, no improvement in SIN occur for these 

lines with observation times longer than approximately 120 s. In 

regions of the spectrum where there is little or no background emission, 

longer integration times result in improved SIN. Because many elements 

have emission lines in spectral regions of high background, 120 s has 

been used as the longest observation time in these studies. While the 

cro is able to integrate for the full 120 s, the CCO is required to 

integrate for a shorter time because of the blooming problems. Even 

using multiple 5 s exposures, the CCO cannot observe the source for the 

same length of time as the cro. For each exposure, the source is 

integrated for 5 s, the shutter closed and the CCO read ( the readout 

takes about 3 s). Thus nearly 40% of the 120 s useful observation 

window is spent reading the detector when 5 s exposures are made. 

Further work is required to study the effectiveness of multiple exposure 

summation, and to study the longest practical observation times of the 

OCP. 

The most significant development for improving CCo detection in 

atomic spectroscopy is the availability of several antiblooming CCOs. 

To investigate the use of an antiblooming CCO as an AES detector, 

preliminary studies were undertaken using a backside illuminated RCA504 

CCO. This cco is equipped with antiblooming drains to prevent excess 

photogenerated charge from spilling into nearby detector elements. 

Besides the antiblooming advantage, a number of disadvantages are 

associated with using this particular CCO, including: the small 

photoactive size of 4.8 by 6.5 mm, the small detector element size of 19 
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by 16 /-lm, a glass cover bonded to the surface of the CCD, and the 

discontinuation of production of all RCA CCDs. Because the photons must 

penetrate = SOO /-lm of non-u.v. transparent glass, the quantum efficiency 

of the device decreases rapidly below = 3S0 nm. The small photoactive 

size of the CCD presented serious difficulties in focusing the CCD and 

assigning the wavelengths of the analytical lines. 

The analytical working curves for Cu were determined in the same 

two matrices as used for the RCAS01 and the CID17 detectors. To 

accommodate the small detector element size of the RCAS04, all images 

were binned using 2 by 2 binning, giving an effective detector element 

size of 38 by 32 /-lm. The detection limits using this device for Cu were 

100 ngjml in both the simple and complex matrices. The degraded 

detection limit measured with the CCD is attributed to the protective 

glass and the relatively poor focus obtainable with this device on the 

Cu 327.4 nm line. While the sensitivity of the system is not as high as 

with the larger RCAS01 CCD detector, the insensitivity to sample matrix 

is encouraging. The nonblooming ability of the RCAS01 is illustrated in 

Figure 6, showing a 10 by 10 subarray centered at the 327.4 nm Cu line 

for a 100 /Jg/m1 Cu solution with 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 s exposures. No 

sign of charge blooming is visible even for the 100 s exposure, 

approximately 80 fold over saturation. Preliminary results indicate 

that this CCD is resistant to charge blooming for photon overloads as 

great as 100 fold. 

The disadvantage of the RCAS04 CCD are eliminated with several new 

antib100ming CCDs, including the introduction of a new 1000 by 1000 CCD 
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array with antiblooming gates by Texas Instruments. Reports on the 

performance of this CCD indicate a read noise of 7 e- and a high quantum 

efficiency. The antiblooming mode of this CCD has not been tested when 

operating the CCD in a cooled, scientific read mode, but other Texas 

Instruments CCDs have been shown to be resistant to blooming with 1000 

fold light overexposures. the use of this generation of new 

antiblooming CCDs for AES holds great potentials. 

Conclusions 

This study has demonstrated the problems associated with using 

CCDs for AES detectors. The strong background and matrix emissions 

greatly limit the RCAS01 CCD while having little effect on CID 

performance. Additionally, because the DCP has a reduced background 

intensity compared to other AES sources, the ICP, arc and spark sources 

will be even more difficult to use CCD detectors. The freedom of the 

CID from blooming and serious crosstalk problems make this detector 

ideal for many AES applications. The ability of the CID to measure 

hundreds of spectral lines simultaneously allows extremely complex 

samples to be measured with little or no prior knowledge of sample 

composition. 

For most sequential scanning instruments and direct readers, the 

detection limits are affected by the sample matrix. For the CID echelle 

system, the detection limits do not change significantly even in complex 

matrices. The insensitivity to sample matrix is the result of several 

factors. The solid state nature of the detector and the lack of any 
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moving parts in the spectrometer allow extremely precise spectral 

subtractions and reproducible line assignments. Because the background 

on either side of the spectral feature is monitored simultaneously with 

the spectral feature, sophisticated background correction procedures can 

be used to account for changing background, source and nebulizer drift, 

in contrast to systems which either do not monitor the background, 

monitor the background at only a single point, or scan the background 

region and spectral peak. 

Boumans and his co-workers have described a series of equations 

for determining the "true limit of detection" for an analyte in complex 

mixtures. Using a previously determined data base of spectral 

interferences, the optimum analyte line can be determined prior to the 

analysis. Because the spectral lines and the background regions are 

measured simultaneously in the ClD system, spectral overlap and 

interferences are easily detected and alternate emission lines for the 

element of interest can be used as needed. The ability of the 

CID/echelle system to analyze complex mixtures of rare earths and the 

use of the true detection limit method will be described in a future 

article. 

Whether antiblooming CCDs or current ClDs are used for AES 

detection, the promise offered by charge transfer device detection to 

improve elemental analysis is great. A single channel detector with the 

quantum efficiency and dark count rate offered by these detectors would 

be considered a great boon to polychromater or monochrometer AES 

systems. When this performance is coupled with the ability of the 
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multichannel detector to monitor thousands of wavelengths 

simultaneously, the CTD/echelle system promises to revolutionize AES as 

this technology becomes more readily available. 
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INDIRECT DETERMINATION OF PHOSPHATE. SILICATE 

AND ARSENATE BY HPLC-AES 

abstract The indirect determination of phosphate, silicate and 

arsenate is performed by separation of their heteropoly acids utilizing 

ion-pair reverse phase HPLC (IP-RPHPLC) and monitoring the molybdenum 

emission from a DCP with an echelle spectrometer and a charge injection 

device (CID) detector. Limits of detection found for phosphate, 

silicate, and arsenate are 26, 31 and 52 ng/mL respectively. The 

detection limit for arsenate is slightly degraded due to its proximity 

to the excess molybdate peak. These results represent an improvement in 

the determination for these non-metals over direct aspiration into an 

emission source and shows excellent linearity over three orders of 

magnitude. 

Introduction 

The concept of combining chromatography's ability to separate 

closely related species with the sensitive and selective detection of 

atomic emission spectroscopy (AES) is more than 30 years old. The 

interface of chromatography to AES offers many advantages, such as the 

ability to determine chemical speciation either directly or by 

derivatization, to tolerate non-ideal elution ( i.e. background 

interferences and overlapping peaks), to deliver high elemental 

sensitivity and the capability of multi-elemental analysis. Gas 

chromatography (GC) combined with AES has recently shown a resurgence 
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with microwave induced plasmas. Liquid chromatography (LC) interfaced 

with AES presents some difficulty in dealing with the solvent and the 

poor efficiency of most nebulizers « 5%) for sample introduction. 

Analysis is particularly difficult for nonmetals which exhibit poor 

emission intensities in the wavelength region normally covered by 

emission spectrometers. This study describes the determination of 

phosphate, silicate and arsenate by IP-RPHPLC using an echelle/CID 

spectrometer developed in this laboratory. 

The determination of phosphorus, silicon, and arsenic is very 

important in biological materials, the environment and in process 

control. In the past, the analysis of phosphates, silicates and 

arsenates at sub microgram levels have suffered from interferences and 

involve extremely labor intensive techniques. Typically these species 

are converted into their heteropolymolybdic acids, separated by solvent 

extraction into the organic phase and determined spectrophotometrically. 

An alternative approach is the direct analysis by atomic emission 

spectroscopy (AES) which exhibits relatively poor detection limits, for 

these species due to their weak atomic emission intensities. By 

chromatographic separation of the heteropolymolybdic acids and detection 

by monitoring the molybdenum emission, one essentially substitutes a 

weak emitter (P, Si, As) with a strong emitter (Mo) in addition to a 

twelve fold amplification 12 M0042- per each hetero atom ). By 

combining the chemical enhancement obtained from the formation of the 

heteropolymolybdic acids with the sensitivity and ease of automation 

provided by AES, a simplified and efficient means for the analysis of 
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these anions may be obtained. Studies into the separation, limits of 

detection and linear dynamic range by this technique will be presented. 

Experimental 

Reagents - 1000 ppm standard solutions of phosphate, silicate and 

arsenate were prepared by dissolving the appropriate amount of Na2HP04 • 

7H20, Na2si03 (solution) and Na2HAs04 • 7H20 (Aldrich) into 1 liter of 

deionized water (01). The molybdate reagent solution was prepared by 

dissol v ing 1 gram of ammonium molybdate into 100 mL of 0.2 M H2S04. 

This solution was stored in a plastic bottle wrapped in aluminum foil 

and stored in the dark at room temperature. Acetonitrile and 01 water 

were filtered through a 0.45 pm filter prior to use. The eluent 

consisted of 55% acetonitrile/water which was also 0.75 M in H2S04 and 

0.02 M tetrabutylammonium hydrogensulfate (Aldrich). 

Apparatus - A 25 cm length and 4.6 mm i.d. column of Styragel 60 A 

(Waters, Milford, Ma.) was packed using 55% acetonitrile/water as the 

packing vehiCle. This was done to prevent shrinking and cracking of the 

column with the hydrophilic solvents used in this study. The eluent was 

delivered with a Varian Aerograph Model 502 HPLC system (Walnut Creek, 

Ca.) at a rate of 2 mL/min and UV detection was performed with a Waters 

Model 484 Tunable Absorbance Detector operated at 310 nm. 

Atomic emission analysis was performed with an echelle/CID 

developed in these laboratories (Figure 1.) and used a direct current 

plasma as the excitation source (ARL, Sunland, Ca.). Molybdenum 

emission was monitored at several wavelengths, the Mo(1) emission line 
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Figure 1. System block diagram of HPLC-AES system. 
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at 313.3 nm being the most effective. 

Sample Preparation - The molybdocomplexes were formed following 

the procedure outlined by Koshiishi and Imanari. 500 /-lL of molybdate 

reagent was added to 500 /-lL of sample solution. After 30 minutes, 1 mL 

of aqueous 66% acetonitrile solution containing 0.6 M H2S04 was added 

and these solutions were submitted for HPLC analysis using a 100 /-lL 

sample loop. 

Results and Discussion 

Two methods of data acquisition were investigated. One involved 

gathering all the spectral data for a fixed, predetermined time 

interval. Following the integration period, the data was collected, the 

charge on the detector was injected into the substrate, the detector was 

then biased and the next integration period started. The alternate 

approach called for the computer to scan selected wavelengths an optimal 

amount of photo generated charge was obtained. The first approach 

doesn I t take advantage of the nondestructive readout of the CID. The 

detection limits by this approach were poorer by more than an order of 

magnitude. (20 times) This makes sense since the second approach always 

gathers the data at the best obtainable SiN. All subsequent analyses 

performed in this study used the latter approach. 

The introduction of organic mobile phase into the DCP results in a 

highly structured background due to the molecular species CH, C2' and 

CN, see Figure 2. In aqueous solution, the molybdenum emission line at 

393.3 nm gives the best detection limits. However, this line suffers 
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Figure 2. Echellogram resulting from the aspiration of 55% 
acetonitrile/water which also contains 20 mM tetrabutylammonium 
hydrogensulfate. Superimposed on the output is a plot across a row of 
the detector showing the structured background that results from CH, C2' 
and CN emission. 
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from spectral interferences caused by the mobile organic phase and the 

emission line at 313.3 nm provides the best results. (LOO = 21 ppb) 

Verification of the chromatography was obtained using UV detection 

at 310 nm. An example of a typical chromatogram is shown in Figure 3a. 

Adequate resolution of the components is achieved, however the excess 

molybdate peak does interfere with the arsenate peak and degrades 

arsenate's limit of detection. Because the cro is an integrating 

detector, the raw data is in integral form, see Figure 3b note that 

the large peak due to the excess molybdate has been omitted). Retention 

times can be verified by first fitting the raw data to a polynomial, 

taking its derivative and replotting. The result is a chromatogram 

similar to the one obtained with the UV detector, the only difference 

being a time lag due to the additional tubing between the UV detector 

and the nebulizer. 

Table r shows the limits of detection for phosphate, silicate and 

arsenate by this method. Also, for comparison are listed the limits of 

detection by direct aspiration with an rcp and a DCP using similar 

optics. The limits of detection for this indirect method are governed 

by the detection limit of molybdenum in an organic matrix, 21 ppb vs 26, 

31 and 52 for phosphate, silicate and arsenate respectively. The LOD 

for arsenate being degraded due to the proximity of its elution to the 

excess molybdate peak. Figure 4 shows the working curves for these 

species and displays excellent linearity over three orders of magnitude. 

The similarity of the working curves again being due to the echelle/CrD 

systems ability to monitor molybdenum emission. 
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Figure 3a. Chromatogram of the separation phosphate, silicate and 
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Figure 3b. Chromatogram of the same separation as above only recorded 
with the CIO monitoring the molybdenum emission at 313.3 nm. The peak 
due to excess molybdate has been removed. 
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Figure 4. Working curves for phosphate, silicate and, arsenate 
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Chromatographic separation of the heteropoly acids and indirect 

emission analysis for the nonmetals shows improved LOD' s over direct 

aspiration for both the ICP and the DCP with the exception of silicate. 

This type of chemical amplification and substitution of a weak emitter 

for a strong can be performed with many other heteroatoms, many of which 

are metalloids which exhibit poor LOO's by direct aspiration. The 12 

fold amplification and the increased emission intensity overcome the 

loss in sensitivity due to the nebulizer inefficiency typically 

associated with LC-AES. 

From an instrumental point of view some things can be done to 

improve the performance of this system. The throughput of the current 

optical design is poorer than most conventional spectrometers by about 

an order of magnitude. A new spectrometer design currently under study 

in our laboratories exhibits light throughput equal to other 

spectroscopic systems. This will allow for sensitive detection of 

narrower peaks, and is especially important in gas chromatography. 

Also, with the present detector, a CID-17BAS, a nonlinear response at 

low light levels requires a bias to be performed prior to each 

integration. New manufacturing processes have eliminated this nonlinear 

region and hence there is no need for the bias. Again this will prove 

especially beneficial for gas chromatography where the elimination of 

the bias time will improve detection for the narrow fast moving peaks 

associated with GC analysis. 

The coupling of chromatography and atomic emission detection with 

the ability to simultaneously cover a broad wavelength region should 
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easily allow many other forms of pre concentration to be used and 

maintain sensitive and selective detection. Increasing the efficiency 

of sample introduction or taking advantage of some sort of chemical 

enhancement will make LC-AES a more powerful tool in future chemical 

analysis. This sort of approach should be very important in the area of 

environmental science, where the ability to differentiate between 

different chemical forms of metals species is necessary to predict metal 

cycles and environmental impact. 
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VOLTAMMETRY AT THE THIN-FILM MERCURY ELECTRODE (TFME) 

Anodic and Cathodic stripping Voltammetries and Simple Potentiostat 
Design 

Voltammetry at a stationary electrode is an electroanalytical 

method that should be implemented into the curriculum of advanced 

undergraduate or graduate courses. The advantages of electrochemistry, 

which include high sensitivity, good selectivity for many elements, a 

large linear dynamic range, inexpensive (and easily assembled) 

instrumentation, and a wide range of indicator electrode sizes and 

geometries that allow for analysis in unusual environments, are easily 

demonstrated by this technique. voltammetry at a stationary electrode 

involves monitoring of the current flowing at the indicator electrode 

while its potential versus a reference electrode is varied at a constant 

rate. When the analyte undergoes a mass transport limited reduction or 

oxidation at the indicator electrode, the peak current seen is directly 

proportional to the bulk concentration of the analyte. The sensitivity 

of this approach is limited. If it is possible to preconcentrate the 

analyte through an electrodeposition process, fOllowed by 

voltammetrically "stripping" the analyte back into solution, several 

decades improvement in detection limit can be achieved. This process is 

demonstrated in a technique called anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) , 

reviewed previously be Wang for the determination of transition metal 

cations and more recently by cathodic stripping voltammetry (CSV) for 

anions and molecular species. A hanging mercur.~· drop indicator 

electrode (HMDE) is often used in these experiments. An 
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electrodeposited thin-film mercury electrode (TFME) is more conveniently 

used for teaching laboratory. The TFME is easily constructed and 

eliminates some of the problems encountered with the HMDE. The TFME can 

be prepared prior to the ASV or CSV experiment, or in situ by 

electrodepositing a thin-mercury film on a glassy carbon electrode. The 

TFME exhibits good stability and allows for high sensitivity in ASV and 

has the additional advantage over the HMDE in that 1) problems with 

reproducible drop size and 2) premature drop falloff during or between 

analyses are eliminated. We review here the use of the TFME for ASV and 

simple voltammetry of solution cations such as Pb2+ and Cd2+, and the of 

CSV for the determination of an environmentally important molecule, 

thiourea, TU, along with the construction of a simple potentiostat, 

readily adaptable to an advanced undergraduate or first year graduate 

student laboratory course. The potentiostat circuit is based on a 

previous design and is constructed by either the student or the 

instructor. The completed potentiostat has many features of more 

sophisticated systems such as variable scan rate, adjustable initial 

potential, and variable gain in the current-to-voltage converter. 

Voltammetrv 

There are many articles in this Journal and others that cover the 

theory of vol tammetry. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) involves the 

polarization of the TFME/solution interface in the presence of the 

reducible or oxidizable analyte and the subsequent measurements of the 

faradaic and nonfaradaic (1. E., double-layer charging) currents that 
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resul t. The TFME "indicator" or "working" electrode is immersed in an 

unstirred solution. The resulting current-to-voltage curve show regions 

where the current response is limited primarily by the rate of electron 

transfer (Region A, Fig. 1), followed by a peak in the current response, 

followed by a decay in the current, which is now limited by mass 

transport, semi-infinite linear diffusion (Region B, Fig. 1). The 

important parameters in LSV are the cathodic peak current (for a 

reduction process, e.g. 

potential, EpC. 

For a chemically reversible, diffusion-controlled (rapid electron 

transfer), electrochemical process, like the reduction of a metal cation 

(1) 

where n is the number of electrons involved in the reduction per mole, A 

is the electrode area in cm2 , Co is the concentration of the analyte in 

the bulk solution in moles per cm-2 , v is the scan rate in volts per 

second, and Do is the diffusion coefficient of the analyte in the bulk 

solution in cm2 per second. For metal cations, such as Pb+2 , which are 

reduced at Hg with rapid electron transfer rates, the peak potential, 

EpC, is within 10 mV of the EO' for the Pb+2 + 2e- = Pbo process. 

Provided that the potential excursion of the indicator electrode is 

carried to 200-300 mV negative of Epc ' there will be an appreciable 

accumulation of Pb(Hg) in the TFME. If the potential is subsequently 

reversed and swept in a positive direction at low rates (e.g., 10 mV/s, 
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Region C, Fig. 1), the voltamrnetric oxidation of this bound Pbo will 

occur with an anodic peak potential Epa = Eo'Pb2+/PbO. Sweep reversal 

of this type procedures a cyclic voltamrnetric response (CV), but one in 

which the i/v curve takes on an appearance much different from those 

obtained when both the reactant and product of the electrochemical 

process remain soluble in solution. The oxidation peak has a nearly 

symmetric Gaussian shape, characteristic of the oxidation of a surface-

confined or thin-electrolyte-layer-confined species and is of the form 

seen for the stripping peak in ASV. The anodic peak current for the 

stripping peak is directly proportional to the potential scan rate, v, 

as opposed to the ipc in the forward sweep (LSV) experiment, which is 

proportional to v1 / 2 . 

Stripping Voltammetry 

stripping voltamrnetry is a stepwise process, where the analyte is 

pre concentrated by electrodeposition (either cathodic or anodic) on the 

electrode held at a constant potential (somewhere between 200 and 300 mV 

beyond EO' for the deposition process is optimal). During this step, 

the analyte is delivered to the electrode primarily by convective 

transport generated by a magnetic stirrer for forming a metal amalgam 

deposit 

M(Hg) (reductive deposition, for ASV (2) 

or for deposition of insoluble salts up to monolayer coverage on the 
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TFME, 

Hg = Hgn+ + ne- (3) 

Hgn+ + y[X]m- -> Hg[X]y(n-m) x (oxidative deposition, for CSV (4) 

In the ASV analysis of lead and cadmium, eq 2 holds for the 

deposition (pre concentration) step and CSV analysis of thiourea (TU) 

involves egs 3 and 4 where Hg(OH) 2 (TU) 2 predominates as the surface

confined, pre concentrated product. 

This pre concentration step is followed by a quiescent period 

where the stirring is interrupted. The final stripping step consists of 

scanning the voltage at the electrode in a direction that causes the 

"stripping" (oxidation in ASV, reduction in CSV) of the analyte from the 

electrode back to the solution. As in the voltammogram above, the peak 

potential for the stripping process is near the EO' for the deposition 

reaction of the analyte. The stripping peak current generated is 

directly proportional to the concentration of the analyte in the mercury 

film, and therefore the concentration of the analyte solution. The peak 

stripping current for ASV is given by the relation, 

(5) 

where K and a* are constants (3), t is the original deposition time in 

seconds, U is the stirring rate during deposition, v is the potential 

sweep rate during the stripping step, and n 2 is the square of the number 

of electrons transferred during the stripping step. Calibration plots 
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or standard addition methods are routinely used to determine unknown 

concentrations, instead of direct solution of this formalism. 

The Potentiostat Circuit 

A schematic diagram of the three-electrode potentiostat and its 

component values are shown in Figure 2. This is a standard potentiostat 

design based upon an inverting-adder configuration operational amplifier 

(OA2) that supplies current to the counter electrode (CE) in response to 

a change in potential between the reference electrode (RE) and the 

working electrode (WE, in this case the TFME). The reference electrode 

is electronically buffered from the circuit by a non inverting follower 

(OA3) to avoid a polarization of this electrode [generally a Ag/AgCl 

(saturated KC1) reference electrode is used]. The WE sits at virtual 

ground and the current flowing at that interface is converted to an 

output voltage through OA4. OAl is configured as a simple, bi-

directional ramp generator used to sweep the potential, and the initial 

potential is controlled by the voltage divider circuit connected to the 

± lS-V power supply through switch 53. To insure symmetric sweep rates 

and initial potentials (either positive or negative in polarity) 1% 

resistors must be used in the sweep generator and voltage divider 

circuits. Switch 1 dictates the direction of the scan, and adjustment 

of VRl varies the potential sweep rate. Switch 2, when open, initiates 

the scan and, when closed restores the cell to the initial potential set 

by VR2. switch 3 changes the sign of the initial potential, whose 

magnitude is varied by adjusting VR2. The gain of the current-to-
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voltage converter (OA4) is varied by adjustment of VR3. The output 

voltage proportional to current can also be increased by changing the 

values of resistors (R8,R9) in the voltage divider that is across the 

chart recorder. Operational amplifiers 1 and 3 need to be of the 351 

variety (input bias current = 50 pA). OA's 2 and 4 can be of the 741 

variety. The pin outs are identical for each type of op amp. Care 

needs to be exercised in handling the 351's, as they are static charge 

sensitive. Grounding yourself while handling them avoids this problem. 

The following procedure has been found helpful in testing the 

circuit: 

1) Op amp 1 (OA1), the ramp generator, should be tested 

independently. Check that the output of OA1 (pin 6) with S2 closed is 

0.0 V. When S2 is opened, the op amp should begin integrating in a 

linear fashion. Verify this with a voltmeter or a chart recorder. 

Also verify that Sl reverses the direction of the scan and that the 

scan rates are of the same magnitude (positive and negative). Recall 

that the scan rate can be varied by adjustment of VR1. Too asymmetry 

in the power supply voltages can cause asymmetric sweep rates, but can 

be adjusted with simple resistor additions to the voltage divider 

circuit. 

2) To test the remainder of the circuit, OA1 is disconnected, and the 

output of OA2 (pin 6) is connected to the non inverting input (pin 3) 

of OA3. A 100 K-ohm resistor is placed between OA2 and OA3. This 

dummy circuit will simulate a faradaic electrochemical process (inset 

1). Note that the potential at the center tap of potentiometer of VR2 
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(vs ground) is the same sign and magnitude as the potential between 

the working electrode and the reference electrode (connect WE to high 

input of a voltmeter and RE to low or ground input). The potentials 

of the CE and RE vs. ground should be of the same magnitude and 

opposite sign as that at the center tap of potentiometer of VR2. 

Adjustment of VR2 varies the initial potential between RE and WE, and 

S3 changes the sign of that potential. 

3) Reconnect the ramp generator, OA1 and with S2 open verify that the 

output of OA4 (pin 6) increases as increasing current flows through 

the dummy circuit. The gain of OA4 is changed by adjustment of VR3. 

Experimental 

Apparatus 

A Jameco Dual Power Supply (Belmont, CA.) or its equivalent can be 

used to provide ± 15 V. The three electrode system consists of a 

platinum wire counter electrode, a Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and a 

glassy carbon electrode, which acts as the substrate for the TFME. The 

output of the i/v converter is monitored with a standard chart recorder. 

Reagents 

Stock solutions of 1000 ppm Pb2+, Hg2+, and Cd2+ are prepared from 

their nitrate salts (Baker Analyzed Reagent) using 5% HN03 (Malinkrodt) 

as solvent. A 0.2 M ammonium citrate buffer (Spectrum Manufacturing) is 

prepared and the pH is adjusted to 3. The 1 M NaOH solution is prepared 

by dissolving electrolytic grade solid. A 1 x 10-3 M thiourea solution 
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is prepared by dissolving the solid (Matheson) in distilled, de ionized 

water. Thiourea is considered toxic and potentially carcinogenic and 

should be handled with caution. The instructor may wish to make all 

standard and unknown solutions of TU in a glove box or hood and simple 

dispense prescribed amounts to each student. 

preparation of TFME 

The glassy carbon electrode is prepared by melting a 1 inch 

segment of glass tubing around a 4 inch piece of 6.3 mm diameter 

graphite rod (Alfa Products, Dover, MA.). Impregnation of the glass to 

carbon seal with epoxy is advisable to prevent solution leakage into the 

interface between the disk surface and the glass shroud. The tip is wet 

sanded to a shiny surface using # 600 sandpaper or alumina polishing 

compound. This should be followed by cleaning in warm dilute (0.01 M) 

HN03 for several minutes. The mercury thin film is electrodeposited by 

immersing the electrode in a stirred 10 ppm Hg2+ solution with the 

potential set to -.7 V versus the Ag/AgCl electrode for 15 minutes. 

This provides a sufficiently thick film (* 50 *m) for reasonable 

electrodeposition and stripping without the electrochemical influence of 

the graphite substrate. Next, the potential is scanned to -0.1 V and 

held there for two minutes to remove codeposited impurities. The 

thickness of the TFME can be calculated from a Faraday's law 

relationship using the integral of the total current passed during the 

deposition. Thinner films of mercury can be deposited with some 

improvement in electrochemical performance; however, films that are too 
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thin will form metal amalgams that behave differently from those seen 

for the hanging mercury drop electrode and from those described here. 

Procedure 

Linear Sweep and Cvclic Voltammetry - Twenty milliliters of a 2 x 10-4 H 

Pb2+ in the ammonium citrate buffer is placed in the sample cell and 

de aerated by bubbling N2 for 5 minutes. The initial potential is set to 

-0.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl and is scanned at -10 mV/s to a potential of -0.55 V 

where the scan direction is reversed and returned to -0.05 V. For the 

data shown in Figure 1, the recorder chart speed was 6 em/min, and the 

chart recorder was set a 50 mV full scale sensitivity. 

ASV - Twenty milliliters of the citrate buffer is placed into the sample 

cell and deaerated for 5 min. with N2' The initial potential is set to 

-0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 90 s while being stirred at a moderate rate. The 

solution is then allowed to equilibrate for 30 s (no stirring), and the 

potential is then scanned in the anodic direction at 10 mV/s to -0.25 V. 

The potential is then allowed to sit at -0.25 V to condition the 

electrode for the next run. For the data shown here, the chart recorder 

was engaged only at the end of the equilibration period, and the chart 

speed was 6 em/min with the chart recorder set to 0.1 V full scale 

sensitivity. A 1 mL spike of 10 ppm Pb2+ was next added and the above 

process repeated. This was followed by a 1 mL spike of Cd2+ and then 

two more 1 mL spikes of 10 ppm Pb2+. 

CSV - Twenty milliliters of 1 x 10-6 H thiourea in 1 H NaOH is placed in 

the sample cell and deaerated for 5 min. with N2' The initial potential 
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of the TFME was set at -0.20 V for 90 s under moderate stirring and then 

allowed to equilibrate for 30 s. The potential is then scanned in the 

cathodic direction at 50 mV/s to -1.0 V. For the data shown here, the 

chart speed was 6 cm/min, and the chart recorder was set at 0.1 V full 

scale sensitivity. The absorption isotherm data was generated by the 

above protocol. The amount of charge generated in a stripping peak is 

determined by the cut and weigh method for the baseline corrected peaks 

from the chart recorder. A Faraday's law calculation is carried out, 

and the surface coverage (mol/cm2 ) of the mercuric-TU salt is plotted 

vs. solution concentration of TU. 

Typical Results 

The cyclic vo1tammogram of a 2 x 10-5 M solution of Pb2+ at the 

TFME, shown in Fig. 1, allows for values of 1p ,c' ip,a and EpC to be 

determined. The diffusion coefficient calculated from ip,c of fig. 1 

and eq. 1 was found to be 8.1 x 10 -6 cm2/s, in good agreement with the 

literature value of 9.8 x 10 -6 cm2/s. The Ep,a on the stripping step 

occurred at -0.45 V vs. Ag/AgC1, which is within 10 mV of the expected 

EO' for the Pb2+/PbO redox couple. 

The result of the sequential ASV experiments for Cd2+/Pb2+ 

mixtures demonstrates the multielement capability, reproducibility, and 

linearity of the system (Fig. 3). The peaks of the Cd stripping and the 

Pb stripping are easily resolved and identified. The peak potentials 

for Cd and Pb are at -0.60 and -0.45 V, respectively. Examination of the 

Cd stripping peak shows a percent mean deviation in the Cd peak current 
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of 1.2%. The linearity of response due to Pb with respect to the 

successive additions was confirmed for Pb solutions ranging from 2.5 x 

10 -6 M tp 1 x 10 -5 M, with a %RSD in the slope of 1.7% and a 

correlation coefficient of 0.998. The estimated detection limit for 

this experimental set-up is 1.5 x 10 -7 M and is principally limited by 

the accuracy of the dilutions used to prepare the standard solutions, 

and the signal to noise ratio of the measurement circuitry. 

CSV can be carried out for determinations of low levels of 

organics in water, but has several different constraints versus ASV. 

During the deposition step, an insoluble mercuric salt is formed on the 

TFME surface (instead of an amalgam as for metal analytes) as per eqs. 3 

and 4, and the saturation surface coverage of this deposit limits the 

maximum amount of analyte that can be pre concentrated during the 

deposition step. One can use this phenomenon, however, to demonstrate 

the sensitivity of the CSV experiment for extremely low coverages of 

surface bound reactant. Figure 4b shows the stripping voltammogram 

obtained for a 1 x 10 -6 M solution of thiourea electrodeposited on the 

TFME at -0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl in a pH = 13 solution. The stripping peak is 

shown above the background voltammetric scan obtained with no TU in 

solution (Fig.4a). Doing this experiment at high pH is necessary in 

order to avoid complications from background currents due to hydrogen 

evolution. Figure 5 shows the integrated CSV peak area (expressed as 

surface coverage of the TU, after a Faraday's law calculation) for a 

number of different starting concentrations of TU and with the same 

deposition time. Concentration in solution of less than 10-6 Mare 
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easily quantifiable, but linear dynamic range (using the same deposition 

time) is only about two orders of magnitude. The surface coverage 

limits in a fashion predicted by a simple adsorption isotherm and 

suggests that above the surface coverage of one monolayer of the 

mercuric-TU salt ('10-10 mol/cm2 ), no further increase in csv response 

will be seen for increasing TU solution concentrations. Higher 

concentration of TU can be analyzed by using shorter deposition times or 

larger electrode areas to move back into the linear portion of the 

isotherm. 

Conclusions 

The voltammetric experiments described here, along with the use of 

a breadboarded potentiostat, offer an inexpensive and practical way of 

introducing the fundamentals of electroanalytical chemistry. Both 

traditional voltammetry and ASV can be introduced and their complexities 

probed to the level desired. The relatively new practice of CSV for 

trace organics can be demonstrated, which brings the student a more 

complete realization of the sensitivity of electrochemical methods. 

These experiments are in use or in development for our undergraduate and 

first year graduate student curricula and have been used in the 

laboratories associated with the summer Institute for Chemical Education 

(ICE) program, here at the University of Arizona. Although the 

voltammetric experiments could be undertaken with commercial 

potentiostats, it has been our experience that students (the ICE 

participants particularly) exhibit more enthusiasm and confidence when 
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they are building and using their own instrumentation, such as that 

demonstrated here. 
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